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Abstract

Objective

There is little academic literature describing the nature of pre-surgical visits. To address this dearth and informed by a patient-centered approach, this dissertation examined the dynamics of the pre-surgical encounter.

Methods

Based on secondary analysis of presurgical recordings with 61 patients and eight surgeons. Patients were recruited at nine surgical oncology clinics at an academic hospital from July 2015-September 2016. First, I described the human-centered design (HCD) process used to develop an advance care planning decision support video aimed to enhance the patient-centeredness of the pre-surgical encounter. Second, I quantitatively explored how companions modify surgeons’ and patients’ contributions. Poisson and logistic regression models were used to assess differences in in accompanied vs. unaccompanied visits regarding communication, as captured by the Roter Interaction Analysis System, and satisfaction. Models were fit using generalized estimating equations. Finally, I qualitatively examined case studies of how shared decision making manifests in the context of an unexpected decision in this encounter.

Results

First, over 450 stakeholders contributed to setting objectives, applying for funding, and providing feedback on the storyboard and the video. Opinions were compiled and conflicting approaches negotiated resulting in a tool that satisfied stakeholders. Second, companion presence was associated with a 29% increase in surgeon talk in the visit overall (IRR 1.29, p=0.006), and a 41% increase in the amount of
medical information provided (IRR 1.41, p=0.001). Companion presence was associated with 45% less patient disclosure related to lifestyle/psychosocial topics (IRR 0.55, p=0.037). In adjusted analyses, companions’ presence was associated with 23% lower levels of patient-centeredness (IRR 0.77, p 0.004). Finally, four presurgical visits were identified as having a disruption. Each case study explores the disruption, participants’ reactions to and resolution of the disruption. Cross-cutting themes include companions’ patient autonomy-enhancing and detracting behaviors, and surgeons’ collaborative, facilitative, and informative behaviors.

Conclusions

By improving our understanding of these visits, we can better prepare patients, their companions, and surgeons for these encounters, and ideally make these encounters more patient-centered. As this is the first study to explore in-depth the nature of these presurgical conversations, further analyses are required with a more diverse population.
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Introduction

Patients with advanced cancer undergoing major surgery often experience conditions such as functional decline, frailty, comorbidities, and polypharmacy, which may increase their risk for complications during surgery, as well as increase risk for post-operative morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{1,2} Major cancer surgery involves a significant risk of death or disability.\textsuperscript{3} In this subset of non-emergent high risk major surgery, patients require postoperative life-sustaining treatments in an intensive care unit.\textsuperscript{4} For example, upper gastrointestinal cancers typically require extensive and aggressive surgery that may lead to persistent pain, decreased quality of life, diminished appetite, and decreased emotional and social functioning for months to years following surgery.\textsuperscript{5,6} These surgeries may be palliative, rather than curative.

A pre-surgical visit is frequently held close to the planned surgery to obtain patient consent and review surgical risks and benefits, potential postoperative morbidities, pain management and quality of life considerations.\textsuperscript{5-7} The decision to undergo non-emergent cancer surgery occurs before the pre-surgical visit and is commonly planned following extensive discussion of surgical risks and benefits between a patient and surgeon, and frequently, one or more family members.

These pre-surgical visits for patients with cancer frequently include an accompanying family (“companion”) and this is especially common in patients with cancer wherein approximately 66\% of them are accompanied to their visits.\textsuperscript{8} In visits for patients with cancer where “bad news” was expected, the rate of accompaniment was 86\%.\textsuperscript{9}

There is little academic literature describing the nature of pre-surgical visits. While there has been research on patient-provider-companion communication in other contexts,
and especially in primary care,\textsuperscript{10,11} pre-surgical communication has been little studied.

In light of this dearth of research and informed by an overarching patient- and family-centered approach, this dissertation seeks to examine the dynamics of the pre-surgical visit using a variety of methods. First, I describe the human-centered design process used to develop an advance care planning (ACP) decision support video aimed to enhance the patient-centeredness of this pre-surgical encounter. Second, I quantitatively examine the role companions serve in pre-surgical encounter and how they modify the nature of the visit and the contributions of surgeons and patients. Finally, I qualitatively examine how shared decision making manifests in the context of an unexpected decision in this encounter and how companions contribute to decision making.

By enhancing understanding of the nature and contents of these visits, I hope that in the long-term we can better prepare patients, their companions, and surgeons for these encounters, and ideally, help to make these encounters more patient-centered.

In terms of the organization of this document, I begin my dissertation with an overview of the study aims, conceptual framework and literature review, followed by each of my three manuscripts. I conclude the dissertation with a discussion section that focuses on the research implications, strengths, limitations, and programmatic and policy implications of this research. I discuss themes across the three manuscripts, as well as key conclusions pertaining to each manuscript. After my references, and in accordance with guidelines, I include my most recently updated CV detailing my publications and research activities.
Overview of Papers

Paper One

Our team developed an ACP video decision support tool for patients preparing for major surgery. Since most existing decision support tools were developed with minimal patient and family member engagement, we engaged patients and other key stakeholders throughout all stages of the support tool project. This paper (1) explored how the study team leveraged a human-centered design (HCD) approach to facilitate deep engagement with stakeholders, and (2) illustrated some of the challenges encountered in incorporating an HCD method when developing a patient-centered tool.

Paper Two

To our knowledge, there has been little exploration of the role of companions in non-routine medical appointments, specifically in the high-stakes context of conversations regarding major cancer surgery. Addressing this gap, this study was designed to assess the impact of family companion presence on patient-provider communication during pre-surgical clinic visits with surgical oncologists. The primary aim was to assess differences in provider-patient interactions when companions were and were not present in the pre-surgical visit. Secondarily, we also explored associations between a companion’s presence and both 1) the patient-centeredness of the pre-surgical visit; and, 2) patient and surgical oncologist satisfaction with the pre-surgical visit.

Paper Three

While most pre-surgical visits proceed as expected, some involve a re-evaluation of whether to proceed with the surgery, effectively disrupting the anticipated surgical plan, herein referred to as a disruption. Disruptions may result in a decision to proceed as
planned, postpone the surgery for weeks or months, or cancel the surgery. These deliberations often include weighing surgical implications for meeting the patient’s medical goals and subsequent quality of life. This paper explored four case studies of a surgical plan disruption to illustrate how a patient, an accompanying family member, and surgeon negotiate an unanticipated reevaluation of a presumed surgical plan and the role each participant plays in contributing to the subsequent surgical decision.

Conceptual Framework

The overarching structure of the model is based on Wolff and Roter’s (2011) “Family Involvement in Interpersonal Care Processes” framework that depicts how external factors influence the interaction between patients, families, and companions,
which then influences patient outcomes. Paper One describes the process used to design the intervention video for the parent study, which targets the nature of the pre-surgical exchange, and thus the contents of that process are funneled into the pre-surgical visit. Paper One did not specifically aim to address companions’ impact on the visit or the nature of disruptions and decision-making, thus the three aims cannot be said to work in complete concert with each other. Consequently, Paper One is depicted as outside of and yet encompassing the pre-surgical visit.

Papers Two and Three are embedded within the pre-surgical visits that are audiorecorded. The visual rendering of Paper Two depicts its analysis of the impact that companion’s presence has on: surgeon’s contribution, patient’s contribution, and the patient-centeredness of the exchange. This paper also investigates how the companion’s presence and active engagement might impact patient and surgeon satisfaction. The rectangle containing Paper Three illustrates that it explores four case studies of shared decision making in the audiorecorded visits. The use of the same rectangular shape as Paper Two and the placement of these two aims within the same dotted box indicates that Paper Three focuses on a subset of the data included in Paper Two.
Literature Review

Role of Advance Care Planning in the Pre-Surgical Visit and the Development of a Decision Support Tool

The Case for Integrating Advance Care Planning into the Pre-Surgical Visit

While patients undergoing major surgery may be stratified for which perioperative complications they will likely experience, it is difficult to impossible to predict which patients will die or suffer a major perioperative complication.\textsuperscript{16-18} Patients with advanced cancer undergoing major surgery often experience conditions such as functional decline, frailty, comorbidities, and polypharmacy, which may increase their risk for complications during surgery, as well as increase risk for post-operative morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{1,2} Upper gastrointestinal cancers typically require extensive and aggressive surgery that may lead to persistent pain, decreased quality of life, diminished appetite, and decreased emotional and social functioning for months to years following surgery.\textsuperscript{5,6} Moreover, while patients with upper gastrointestinal cancers receive surgery for Stage I or early Stage II disease, these rapidly progressive cancers typically reach Stage III or IV disease within months to one or two years after surgery.\textsuperscript{19} For example, patients with pancreatic adenocarcinoma who undergo pancreaticoduodenectomy often have stage 1 or 2 disease\textsuperscript{20} and, although they do have a chance of being cured, they also have a greater than 85% of five-year mortality rates.\textsuperscript{19} The potential consequences of these surgeries coupled with the likelihood of disease progression and mortality\textsuperscript{21-24} suggest that the pre-surgical environment might be the appropriate place to engage in advance care planning.

Advance care planning (ACP) offers individuals the opportunity to clarify their health care goals, concerns, and wishes in preparation for situations where they may be
unable to make their own decisions.\textsuperscript{25} As aforementioned, patients undergoing major cancer surgery are at risk for perioperative morbidity and mortality; as such, it would be appropriate for them to engage in pre-surgical ACP.\textsuperscript{5,6,26} However, evidence suggest ACP conversations rarely occur between patients and surgeons.\textsuperscript{27,28} Surgeons do not often discuss the potential for post-operative prolonged life support as they feel it shifts the conversation towards comfort care\textsuperscript{28} and away from their goal of defeating death.\textsuperscript{27} This lack of ACP communication highlights a shortcoming in patient-centeredness in this domain.

ACP discussions may decrease health care utilization, while increasing patient satisfaction, use of hospice and palliative care, and compliance with a patient’s end-of-life wishes.\textsuperscript{29-33} For family members, ACP may also decrease anxiety, depression, and stress, while increasing satisfaction with the quality of care.\textsuperscript{29,34,35} ACP is appropriate for individuals at any age or stage of illness\textsuperscript{36} and has not been associated with harm in previous studies.\textsuperscript{37} Finally, the 2014 Institute of Medicine report \textit{Dying in America} advocates for increased ACP to explore patient wishes before they become acutely ill.\textsuperscript{38}

There are multiple barriers to optimal verbal communication regarding ACP in the patient-doctor relationship. Verbal communication about ACP is inherently inconsistent and subjective, and thus challenging to standardize.\textsuperscript{39-43} Conversations may also inaccurately convey the burden and outcomes of medical interventions, particularly when the patient has no previous knowledge or experience of aggressive medical treatments (i.e., intubation, artificial ventilation) and/or settings (i.e., an intensive care unit).\textsuperscript{44}

\textit{ACP Interventions in the Pre-Surgical Population}
A recent systematic review of palliative care interventions for surgical populations highlighted five studies that explored ACP interventions in pre-surgical populations. These interventions involved further training or activation of surgical providers (i.e., surgeons, anesthesiologists, and/or nurses) to have an ACP conversation with the patient and family prior to surgery and/or involvement of a palliative care specialist to preoperatively discuss ACP with the patient. These interventions found improved concordance and decreased decisional conflict between patients and surrogates about goals of care, improved documentation regarding power of attorney, and were deemed helpful by study participants; none of these trials documented harms to patients or family members.

To help facilitate ACP conversations, recent research has emphasized potential benefit from using decision aids and/or support tools. Decision aids facilitate individuals in making particular medical choices, whereas, decision support tools educate individuals to think about a particular decision but neither provide a comprehensive list of options nor proscriptively advise the viewer which option to choose. Video-based ACP decision support tools are efficacious in empowering patients and families to have ACP discussions, create an advance care plan, and/or choose between varying treatment goals and options. Video ACP tools have inherently stable content and thus may be a more objective, simple to understand, and realistic modality through which to educate and activate patients about ACP. While thirteen randomized controlled trials in varying populations support that video-based ACP tools can empower patients and families to have ACP-related discussions, none have been developed for, or tested in, a surgical population.
According to the National Quality Forum, patient- and family-centered care is: "an approach to the planning and delivery of care across settings and time that is centered around collaborative partnerships among individuals, their defined family, and providers of care. It supports health and well-being by being consistent with, respectful of, and responsive to an individual’s priorities, goals, needs, and values." Patient-centeredness is increasingly recognized as a facet of quality medical care, and there has been an international push to incorporate patient-participation into the full continuum of care. Health care and regulatory agencies have consequently altered processes to better recognize and incorporate patient’s preferences, needs, and perspectives. Patients and their medical care teams also often have different ideal outcomes; as such, it is important that patients are involved in the development of research agendas and goals.

A potential approach to integrated patient-centered care is human-centered design (HCD), which aims to mitigate competing view points by engaging all potential stakeholders in the design of tools targeted to meet the needs of users. Developed in computer science, HCD approaches incorporate the user's perspective into the software development process to achieve an optimal system that is informed by the users. HCD approaches have recently been applied to medical contexts as a way to redesign medical care coordination and health education tools.

**Considering the Role of Companions during the Pre-Surgical Visit**

Major surgery involves a significant risk of death or disability. Although most surgeries will be performed successfully, patient morbidity and mortality persist, and some surgeries require postoperative life-sustaining treatments in an intensive care unit. A pre-surgical visit is frequently held close to the planned surgery to obtain patient
consent and review surgical risks and benefits, potential postoperative morbidities, pain management and quality of life considerations.\textsuperscript{5-7} The decision to undergo non-emergent cancer surgery occurs before the pre-surgical visit and is commonly planned following extensive discussion of surgical risks and benefits between a patient and surgeon, and frequently, one or more family members.

Surgical intervention is a first-line treatment for many cancers and represents a major, potentially stressful treatment event for patients and their family companions (e.g. spouses, children, siblings, close friends who accompany patients to visits).\textsuperscript{86} To enhance the patient-centeredness of the the perioperative journey, we need to better understand and consider the role that companions serve in that journey. Most research focused on medical decision making in the surgical context focuses on the doctor-patient relationship.\textsuperscript{10} The relative lack of consideration of companions in past studies is a gap in the literature as treatment decision-making often involves the triadic exchange between a patient, a companion, and a physician.\textsuperscript{11} The gravity of the treatment decisions made during these conversations between patients, their companions, and surgeons is considerable and can form impressionable experiences that influence patient and family quality of life before, during, and after surgery.\textsuperscript{87}

\textit{Companion’s Participation’s Impact on Patients}

In routine medical care, there is evidence that when companions are present in the visit, patient ratings of visit satisfaction are higher in interpersonal rapport, informativeness, and care quality.\textsuperscript{11,88-90} When family members prompt patients to discuss concerns, state their opinion or ask questions, patients ask significantly more questions of their doctor and are less likely to passively accept physician information.\textsuperscript{89} Occasionally
when together, patients and their companions may proactively direct the course of the
visit by orienting the doctor to their agenda, introducing new topics, and disclosing more
information. Therefore, it is perhaps unsurprising that many patients report preferring to
be accompanied by and involve their family companions when making treatment
decisions.

While many patients may prefer being accompanied, there appear to be some
differences in communication outcomes between accompanied and unaccompanied visits.
Patients accompanied in consultations were less involved than unaccompanied patients in
routine medical visits for older patients, and in the geriatric setting. However, no
differences were found in patient participation comparing accompanied and
unaccompanied patients in the oncology setting. A qualitative study of 28 conversations
between patients, oncologists, and companions (wherein patients had life limiting cancer)
found companions frequently spoke on behalf of patients during discussions of prognosis
and treatment choices, despite the patient being capable of speaking for him/herself.

This act of companion’s speaking on behalf of patients has been conceptualized as
a duality of autonomy-enhancing and autonomy-detracting behaviors. From a theoretical
standpoint, Clayman et al.’s framework conceptualized companion roles into two
categories characterized by five subcategories. Companion behaviors can enhance patient
autonomy through facilitating one of three functions: patient understanding, patient
involvement, or doctor understanding. Conversely, companion behaviors can detract from
patient autonomy through either controlling the patient or building alliances with the
physician against the patient. According to this theory, in a single encounter, the same
companion can exhibit autonomy-enhancing and autonomy-detracting behaviors.
Importantly, companions’ engagement does not always have a positive influence on patients. Companions occasionally disagree with patients on treatment decisions and care; among lung cancer patients, rates of conflict range from 11-33%. Further, the family history and dynamic may impact patient’s medical treatment adherence and consequently his/her engagement during the visit; for example families that are less cohesive and higher conflict have patients with lower treatment adherence.

Companion’s Participation’s Impact on Surgeons

Research also suggests that the companion’s participation will impact the surgeon’s assessment. Physicians give more information when family members are present than when patients are unaccompanied and report that the presence of a companion increases patient information recall, engagement in medical decision-making, adherence to medical treatments, and physician understanding.

As evinced through this literature review, further research is needed in two areas. First, the development of a patient-centered ACP decision support tool for patients undergoing major surgery. Second, an exploration of the role that companions serve in the pre-surgical visit. This dissertation aimed to contribute to those two research gaps.
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Abstract

**Background:** Video-based advanced care planning (ACP) tools have been studied in a variety of medical contexts; however, none have been developed for patients undergoing major surgery. Moreover, none have used a human-centered design (HCD) approach to optimize engagement and input of end users and key stakeholders into tool development.

**Objective:** Implement human-centered design (HCD) to develop an advance care planning (ACP) decision support video for patients and their family members when preparing for major surgery.

**Methods:** The study investigators partnered with surgical patients and patient family members, surgeons, and other health professionals to design an ACP decision support video using key HCD principles.

**Results:** Over 450 stakeholders were engaged in the development process contributing to the setting of objectives, applying for funding, providing feedback on the storyboard and several iterations of the decision tool video. Following the HCD process, stakeholders’ opinions were compiled and conflicting approaches negotiated resulting in a tool that satisfied all stakeholders.

**Conclusion**

The HCD approach facilitated open discussion and the ability to elicit and balance diverse and sometimes competing viewpoints.

**Practice Implications**

The early engagement of user and stakeholders throughout the development process may help to ensure tools address the stated needs of these individuals.

**Word count:** 199
Introduction

Advance care planning (ACP) offers individuals the opportunity to clarify their health care goals, concerns, and wishes in preparation for future situations where they may be unable to make their own decisions. Patients undergoing major surgery are at risk for perioperative morbidity and mortality, and candidates for preoperative ACP;\textsuperscript{5,6,26} however, ACP conversations rarely occur between surgeons and their patients before major surgery.\textsuperscript{27,28} Some have argued that surgeons avoid discussions of post-operative prolonged life support as they feel it shifts the conversation towards comfort care\textsuperscript{28} and away from their goal of defeating death.\textsuperscript{27}

To help facilitate ACP conversations, recent research finds potential benefit from decision aids and/or support tools. Decision aids facilitate the making of particular medical choices;\textsuperscript{51} whereas, decision support tools educate individuals to think about a particular decision but neither provides a comprehensive list of options nor proscriptively advises on an option to choose.\textsuperscript{52} ACP decision support videos are efficacious in empowering patients and families to have ACP discussions, create an advance care plan, and/or choose between varying treatment goals and options.\textsuperscript{51-56} While decision support tools have been studied, none have been developed for a surgical population.\textsuperscript{68} Moreover, most decision support tools have been developed with minimal patient and family member engagement in their design.\textsuperscript{12-14} According to the National Quality Forum, patient- and family-centered care is: "an approach to the planning and delivery of care across settings and time that is centered around collaborative partnerships among individuals, their defined family, and providers of care. It supports health and well-being by being consistent with, respectful of, and responsive to an individual’s priorities, goals,
needs, and values. Human-centered design (HCD) is an approach that uses patient- and family-centered engagement to optimize the input of diverse end users and key stakeholders into the tool design.

Human-centered design (HCD) approaches help to mitigate competing viewpoints by engaging all potential stakeholders in the design of tools targeted to meet the needs of users. Developed in computer science, HCD approaches incorporate the user's perspective into software development to achieve an optimal system that is informed by the users. HCD approaches have only recently been applied to medical contexts as a way to redesign medical care coordination and health education tools. Given the challenges inherent in ACP discussions prior to major surgery, we hypothesized that a HCD approach could facilitate patient-centeredness in research and care.

As most existing decision support tools were developed with minimal patient and family member engagement, our project aimed to (1) explore how the study team implemented a HCD approach to facilitate engagement with stakeholders, and (2) illustrate the challenges encountered in use of the HCD approach when conflicting stakeholder opinions arise. The video was developed to facilitate patient-centered in the pre-surgical visit, as well as motivate discussions surround advance care planning.

Methods

From July 2013 to June 2015, the team engaged patients, families, health services researchers, surgeons, nurse practitioners, and other health care professionals to help design the ACP design support tool video. We used a six stage HCD process to develop the tool (Figure 1): (1) Plan HCD process; (2) Specify where video will be used; (3) Specify user and organizational requirements; (4) Produce and test prototypes (i.e.,
storyboards of the video); (5) Carry out user-based assessment; (6) Field test with end users. This approach adapts Maguire’s high-level stages specific to the computer science field to the surgical context, while also incorporating Elwyn et al.’s specifications for patient-oriented decision support tool development. Specifically, Elwyn et al suggest using qualitative methods to assess patient needs early in tool development, synthesizing evidence through systematic reviews, using visual storyboards, and testing the prototype video with patients and health professionals.

The Johns Hopkins School of Public Health Institutional Review Board approved all related study protocols.

Results (i.e., the HCD Process)

Stage One: Plan HCD process

The research team planned the HCD process, which involved creating an initial, smaller stakeholder panel—comprised of research team members, patient advocates, and healthcare providers—to discuss and agree upon project objectives and to apply for research grant funding. This process culminated in submission of a grant to the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute. The grant was approved in May 2013 thereby funding the development and effectiveness testing of a decision support video for patients and families preparing for major cancer surgery.

Stage Two: Specify Where the Tool Will Be Used

Over the next 11 months, the team sought input from the stakeholder panel to determine the best context and location for the use of the tool. Refinements were completed through a series of (1) research team in-person meetings; (2) key informant interviews with 22 surgeons, palliative care clinicians, and decision support tool content
experts\textsuperscript{103}, and; (3) a culminating stakeholder summit. This summit involved a diverse group of 14 stakeholders including two patient/family members, three surgeons, two palliative care physicians, one decision-support tool developer, one palliative care nurse, one surgical nurse, one patient-centered outcomes research expert, and three public health researchers. Clinician participants were individuals who had content expertise in palliative care in the surgical world and/or patient-centered research for surgical trials. Patient and family member partners were patients and/or family members of study-related clinicians who had expressed an interest in participating in these stakeholder groups. Stakeholders indicated they thought that tool should be developed for patients preparing for major cancer surgery and that the video should be presented to patients after a decision to pursue surgery but prior to the surgery itself.

\textit{Stage Three: Specify User and Organizational Requirements}

The team further explored and clarified the stakeholder and organizational needs through a stakeholder summit, wherein the research team presented participant stakeholders with 16 decision support tools. These tools were selected for the following criteria: they were either widely used in clinical practice and/or thought to be valuable or influential as indicated through interviews with key informants;\textsuperscript{103} tools were widely studied as found in our systematic review;\textsuperscript{68} or tools were widely viewed as indicated by the number of “hits” on videos found in our YouTube review.\textsuperscript{104,105} The research team solicited stakeholder feedback on the specific content and style of existing decision support tools that each stakeholder felt to be meaningful and/or relevant. Representing both user and organizational perspectives, the stakeholders discussed both what they perceived should be the goals and content for the project decision support tool as well as
what were likely to be cultural barriers and/or constraints for operationalizing those goals and content with the decision support tool (Table 1).

Stage Four: Produce and test prototypes

In Stage Four, the research team produced design examples, otherwise known as “prototypes,” through storyboarding different scenarios (Figure 2). To implement the HCD approaches and test the prototype with a variety of users, we rented a booth at the Maryland State Fair. State Fairs, which typically have agricultural and livestock exhibitions as well as carnival and amusement activities, are gaining traction as research recruitment sites due to high attendance and attendee diversity. The State Fair is an 11-day event held annually in Timonium, Maryland and attended by approximately 400,000 people. Individuals who indicated that they or a loved one had undergone major surgery were eligible to participate and were invited to review the storyboard. Participants (n=359) reviewed the storyboards and completed a de-identified 10-item Likert scale survey regarding their perception of the storyline. 87% noted that they would be “very comfortable” or “comfortable” seeing the storyboard prior to major surgery, 89% considered the storyboards “very helpful” or “helpful”, and 89% would “definitely recommend” or “recommend” this story to others preparing for major surgery. More detailed results from this engagement at the State Fair have been described elsewhere.

In response to data collected in Stages 2-4 and through interaction with participants at the State Fair, the team worked with a medical videographer to film content in medical settings – hospital, operative room, surgical intensive care unit– as well as in home settings with patients and family members. Another stakeholder summit brought together patients, family members, and other key stakeholders to view the
different video-recorded interviews, select the final eight interviews to be used in the video, and to continue to discuss the specific interview content and framing that should be selected for inclusion in the final video. We attempted to keep the stakeholders constant across the different summits; however, there were some differences as not all stakeholders from the previous summit were able to attend this one. Of note, the patient and family member partners were the same across the two summits.

Informed by this input, the research team edited the video through fourteen different versions. Each version was reviewed through one-on-one engagement with key stakeholders, such as surgeons, palliative care clinicians, patients, and family members. This engagement involved the participant viewing the video and then providing informal feedback either through a direct written email, a phone call, or an in-person meeting with the study PI (RAA). Over this ten-month period and through one-on-one review with 20 diverse stakeholders, a final prototype version of the video was developed for Stage Five of the design process.

Stage Five: Carry Out User-Based Assessment

Stage Five in the HCD approach involved a stakeholder-based assessment, which entailed presenting the 7.5 minute refined prototype of the decision support video to the Johns Hopkins Patient and Family Advisory Council in June 2015. The Council is an established group who meet monthly to identify patient and family needs and concerns, and act as advocates to integrate patient-centered care across the hospital. Of the 28 Council members present at this meeting, 15 were patients/family members, and 13 were faculty/hospital employees. None of these Council members had been involved in our previous engagements related to this project.
Overall, council members were pleased with the video, expressing they liked the pacing, visuals, and messaging. Council members discussed three overarching concerns regarding the video, which the team incorporated into the finalized video (Table 2).

*Stage Six: Field testing with end users*

Screenshots from the video appear in Figure 3. The final evaluation phase is also referred to as “field testing” and involves testing the tool with actual end-users, or patients facing decisions and health professionals who are interacting with these patients. This phase was a randomized control trial to test the effectiveness of the video, compared to a control video. Effectiveness was gauged using the patient-centeredness ratio calculated in the Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS), a quantitative coding system for medical dialogue. The patient-centeredness summary score is ratio of the psychosocial and socio-emotional elements of exchange about the lived illness experience of patients relative to statements that reflect a more biomedical and disease focused perspective. A value greater than 1 indicates a more patient-centered encounter; whereas, a value less than 1 indicates a less patient-centered encounter. We hypothesized that patients who viewed the intervention video would have a more patient-centered encounter, as compared to patients who viewed the control video. Trial results are still under analysis.

**Discussion**

This paper describes the process used to develop the first ACP decision support video for a surgical population, and one of the first studies to use a HCD approach to design a decision support video to facilitate patient-surgeon communication. By using an HCD process, the research team was able to incorporate insights from a diverse array of
stakeholders, which allowed for a final product that considered competing values, beliefs, and experiences. For example, while research suggests that surgeons are typically resistant to engaging in ACP, the HCD process seemed to change surgeon’s minds regarding ACP as demonstrated by their approval of the video and willingness to allow recruitment from their outpatient clinics for our randomized control trial testing the effectiveness of the video.

Throughout the design process of the video, the research team was challenged in how to balance the competing stakeholder beliefs that the video should have a positive tone while also presenting realistic needs for preoperative ACP; these competing beliefs were further emphasized in the feedback from the Patient and Family Advisory Council. At the end of the process not all conflicting opinions were perfectly resolved. The diversity of opinions expressed underscore the importance of engaging multiple stakeholders at different points to adequately obtain all possible concerns about the prototype and design (i.e., thematic saturation). These challenges exist in this field and it is important to consider them, engage with them, and also acknowledge that they may not be resolved unequivocally.

The most challenging aspect of designing the video content involved whether to be explicit regarding why patients should engage in ACP prior to major surgery. While some patient stakeholders expressed a desire for graphic and explicit ACP messaging, multiple surgeon stakeholders were concerned that such messaging would scare some patients who they considered to be already emotionally overwhelmed in preparation for their upcoming surgery. Complicating this further was that the team knew that surgeons would be gatekeepers for both recruitment for the clinical trial testing the video (Stage 6), as
well as final dissemination of the final video. The added voiceover language to address this difficult balance was deemed appropriate, and not too inflammatory, by surgeon stakeholders, and, compared to the video viewed by the Advisory Council, it was more explicit about why patients should engage in ACP prior to surgery. Notably, this voiceover was not vetted with our patient stakeholders prior to starting our randomized control trial. In retrospect, that additional seeking of input might have been beneficial. This conflict regarding how to discuss ACP in this context is emblematic of the power imbalance that exists between surgeons’ and patients’ opinions.

This conundrum raises the question: who is the audience in a human-centered approach? While the end-users are patients and caregivers, surgeons and other health professionals play an integral role in assisting patients with developing advance care plans, comprehending the medical gravitas of decisions, and acting as gatekeepers for any patient tools. Notably the final video was less directive and graphic than the previous ACP videos, on which this video was partially based. The different preferences between patients and health professionals—albeit regarding other healthcare decisions—has been a noted consideration in the development of other patient decision support tools. This challenge emphasizes the importance and usefulness of HCD for developing these ACP tools in the preoperative setting.

The juxtaposition between patient and caregiver’s desire for more explicit images and messaging with surgeons’ desire to avoid distressing patients also aligns with the aforementioned distinction between decision aids and decision support tools. Where decision aids are proscriptive and provide a great deal of information regarding choices, decision support tools help patients to think about decisions, but are more a prompt than
an aid. Some key patient stakeholders, particularly those on the Advisory Council, were advocating more for a decision aid, while the surgeons, and ultimately the study investigators, preferred that the video instead be a decision support tool.

The hesitation among surgeons in this study to provide explicit messaging regarding ACP reflects past studies that have examined surgeon’s attitudes and behaviors towards ACP. A qualitative study of audio-recorded preoperative visits between patients and surgeons found that surgeons often did not discuss the potential for post-operative prolonged life support. In exploring the rationale behind this behavior, some surgeons perceive ACP discussions also as shifting the conversation from cure to comfort care. Other surgeons’ have expressed that their goal for patients is to defeat death as compared to ACP discussions which focus more on understanding patient goals regarding quality of life. Yet, amidst this surgical culture generally opposed to ACP, this study created an ACP video for surgical patients that surgeons were overwhelmingly amenable to sharing with their patients. That the team achieved this speaks to both the strength of the HCD methods as well as the benefits in engagement with surgeons, patients, and their companions throughout the process. It may take participation in this process of tool development to change surgeon’s perspectives towards advance care planning; therefore, further dissemination of this tool may be hindered by a lack of readiness due to a lack of other surgeons’ engagement in the development process.

To the authors’ knowledge, there are no known interventions examining how to change surgeon behavior in the context of ACP. That said, there have been physician education and workshops with demonstrated improvements in ACP and goals of care readiness and knowledge, and communication outcomes with oncologists, medical
oncology fellows,\textsuperscript{123,124} palliative care physicians,\textsuperscript{121} junior-doctors (i.e., medical interns in Australia),\textsuperscript{125} geriatric and palliative medicine fellows,\textsuperscript{126} and pulmonary and critical care fellows.\textsuperscript{127} Future research might consider adapting the aforementioned interventions to the surgical oncology context to better facilitate these advance care planning discussions.

\textit{Limitations}

HCD approaches are traditionally reserved for consumer product development and only recently have been used in the healthcare setting.\textsuperscript{81-83} In the design of the ACP decision support video, necessary deviations to these traditional design approaches were made towards the goal of creating a stakeholder-engaged video that addressed sensitive needs. For example, Step One was done with a select group of stakeholders as a result of resource restraints; whereas, traditional approaches would have used all stakeholders. Furthermore, though we interacted with a large and diverse group of over 450 stakeholders, their viewpoints may not necessarily be generalizable. However, the engagement at the State Fair involved a diverse sampling of the population whose input was likely more generalizable than the sample at the Patient and Family Advisory Council.

\textit{Conclusions}

For a video-based ACP decision support tool to achieve acceptance in the clinical setting, key stakeholders—patients and their family members, and surgeons—must be supportive of the tool and its creation. By applying HCD approaches, we used input from a variety of stakeholders throughout the process to create a final product that appeared acceptable to all.
Practice Implications

Future studies could consider leveraging an HCD approach to develop decision support tools. This approach can assist others with engaging a diversity of key decision makers and balancing differing opinions and worldviews. Future research should continue to investigate how to best balance stakeholder perspectives in creating patient-centered interventions that improve quality of care.
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Table 1. Stakeholder Feedback on Decision Support Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Concepts Identified by Stakeholders as Preferable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Use vignettes/ “real stories from patients and family members”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Framed in “how you want to live” rather than in a “death/dying” and “what do you want to die like?” context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Specific to surgical populations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Identified by Stakeholders as Preferable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Upbeat in tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Involve both younger and older patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Involve patients of multiple races and ethnicities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Stakeholder Feedback on from the Johns Hopkins Patient and Family Advisory Council and How the Team Addressed Said Feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder Concerns Regarding the Video</th>
<th>How Concerns were Addressed in the Final Video</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The video involved an interview with a surgeon who noted that the hospital is “safe” and that, “You [the patient] will get through this.” Council members perceived these comments to be potentially falsely reassuring as they highlighted unavoidable risks inherent to major surgery.</td>
<td>The team removed the mention of the surgery as “safe”. After much discussion with the key surgeon stakeholders, the team maintained the quotation “You will get through this.” Surgeon stakeholders emphasized the importance of balancing reassurance to patients during this distressing time while also setting realistic patient expectations. Retaining this phrase in the video was contrary to patient suggestions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some council members felt that the video’s discussion of goals of care was too vague and stated a preference for the video to more explicitly discuss advanced directives, do not resuscitate orders, and other ACP-related goals.</td>
<td>In reviewing this feedback with several surgeons involved with the project, they felt that explicitly referring to advanced directives might cause patients and their family members distress. Surgeons were also opposed to showing images of feeding tubes and resuscitation. However, in balance of these surgeon and patient concerns, a voiceover was added to a section of the video that explicitly mentioned for patients to ask about the “risks for your surgery…this could include rare things like stroke, or a long hospital or intensive care unit stay with you even depending for a while on machines for things like breathing or feeding. Your loved one needs to be ready to speak for you in those rare circumstances.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The video ended with a non-spoken, written text reinforcing the salient messages of the video. Council members felt that this text was too complicated, and that there was a need for a voiceover to accompany the visual text, particularly for those with low literacy.</td>
<td>The team simplified this messaging through the use of the Flesch-Kincaid test, which is a readability grade-level scale ranging from grades 0-12 that determines readability based on sentence length and number of syllables per word. The scale is now automated software in Microsoft Word and has demonstrated reliability and validity. The final phrasing in the video had a Flesch-Kincaid score of a grade 5.3 reading level: “Before surgery, identify the person who will speak for you. Talk with that person. If issues should arise, that person needs to be ready to speak for you. Tell your surgeon and surgical team who will speak for you.” Based on this feedback, the team also added a voiceover with these revised words.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 1. Human-Centered Design Process to Develop the Video**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Plan human-centered design process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small stakeholder panel to set project objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stakeholders apply for grant funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>Specify where the tool will be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refine stakeholder panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specify stakeholder needs for the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>Specify user &amp; organizational requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Present systematic review of decision aids at a stakeholder summit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthesize stakeholder summit findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>Produce &amp; test prototypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Produce storyboards of video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gather feedback on storyboards at the Maryland State Fair &amp; synthesize findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finalize script &amp; film video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>Carry out user-based assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gather feedback through one-on-one &amp; group stakeholder engagement (e.g., the Patient &amp; Family Advisory Council)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finalize video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>Field testing with end users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop protocol for a randomized control trial testing the effectiveness of the video compared to a control video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run randomized control trial &amp; analyze results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Examples of the storyboard panels (“prototypes”)
Figure 3. Screenshots from the Video

Patients and Companions Discussing Their Experiences

Images of the Perioperative Journey

Physicians Discussing Surgery

Final Messages at the End of the Video

- Before surgery, identify the person who speaks for you.
- Before surgery, talk with that person. If issues should arise, that person needs to be ready to speak for you.
- Before surgery, tell your surgeon and surgical team who will speak for you.
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Abstract

**Objective:** To examine the nature and consequences of family member presence in presurgical visits to discuss major cancer surgery on visit communication and post visit satisfaction.

**Methods:** Secondary analysis of 61 pre-surgical visit recordings with eight surgical oncologists at an academic tertiary care hospital. Recordings were analyzed using the Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS) and surgeons, patients, and family companions completed a short post-visit satisfaction questionnaire. Poisson and logistic regression models were used to assess differences in communication and satisfaction when companions were present and not present. The models were fit using generalized estimating equations (GEE) to account for nesting of patients within surgeons.

**Results:** There were 46 visits (75%) in which companions were present, and 15 (25%) in which companions were not present. Companion communication was largely emotional and facilitative, as demonstrated by RIAS. In unadjusted analyses, companion presence was associated with a 29% increase in surgeon talk in the visit overall (IRR 1.29, p=0.006), and a 41% increase in the amount of medical information provided (IRR 1.41, p=0.001). Companion presence was associated with 45% less patient disclosure related to lifestyle/psychosocial topics (IRR 0.55, p=0.037). In adjusted analyses, companions’ presence was associated with 23% lower levels of patient-centeredness (IRR 0.77, p 0.004). There was no difference between visits with and without companions in patient or surgeon satisfaction.

**Conclusion:** Presence of companions alters patient-surgeon communication during presurgical visits for major cancer surgery by increasing the medical focus of the
discussion; surgeons conveyed more medical information, and patients disclosed less lifestyle and psychosocial information in these visits.

**Keywords:** companion; family caregiver; patient-provider communication; decision-making; cancer; surgery

**Abstract word count:** 237
1. Introduction

Major surgery involves a significant risk of death or disability. A pre-surgical visit is frequently held immediately before planned surgery to obtain patient consent and review surgical risks and benefits, potential postoperative morbidities, pain management and quality of life considerations.

Patients are often accompanied by a family member (i.e., companion) to medical visits and while the study of patient accompaniment is growing, most studies have focused on the consequences of having a companion present in ambulatory care medical visits. These studies have found that when companions are present in visits, patient ratings are higher across visit satisfaction dimensions of interpersonal rapport, informativeness, and care quality. Companions have been reported to help patients become more active participants in their conversational exchanges by asking more questions and discussing more of their concerns with providers as opposed to being passive recipients of information. When together, patients and their companions proactively direct the course of the visit by orienting the provider to their agenda, introducing new topics, and disclosing more information. Therefore, it is perhaps unsurprising that the great majority of patients value the involvement of family when making treatment decisions.

Importantly, companions’ engagement does not always have a positive influence on patients. Companion do occasionally disagree with patients on treatment decisions and care; among lung cancer patients, rates of conflict range from 11-33%. Further, the family history and dynamic may impact patient’s medical treatment adherence and
consequently his/her engagement during the visit; for example families that are less cohesive and higher conflict have patients with lower treatment adherence.\textsuperscript{98}

While the findings noted have relevance for family involvement in surgical decisions, there has been little exploration of the family role within high stakes, pre-surgical visits in which decisions about major elective cancer surgery is discussed. The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of family companion presence on communication during pre-surgical visits, particularly in regard to the impact of companion presence on the overall patient-centeredness of the session and patient and surgical oncologist satisfaction with the visit.

Methods

1.1. Study Design

This study is based on secondary analysis of 61 digitally-recorded pre-surgical visits with oncological surgeons that occurred between July 2015 and September 2016. The parent study was a randomized clinical trial designed to evaluate how pre-surgical visit communication might be affected by a video designed to prepare patients and family members for major surgery.\textsuperscript{109} Nine surgical oncologists at an academic tertiary care hospital agreed to participate in the study as they had sufficient cancer patient populations, the nature of the surgeries they performed were likely to result in a short term intensive care unit stay for their patients, and they were willing to be in the trial. If surgeons were willing to have their patients recruited into the study, he/she had to schedule a dedicated pre-surgical consent visit—separate from the initial visit for surgical evaluation—with the patient approximately one week prior to surgery, and consent to audio recording of the visit. While not all participating surgeons’ standard practices
involved a separate pre-surgical visit, for the purposes of this study, they agreed to have two visits prior to surgery with study participants.

Adult patients scheduled to undergo elective major cancer surgery were recruited from these nine surgical oncologists’ outpatient clinics. Patients were only eligible if, for a variety of medical reasons, the surgeon planned to postoperatively admit the patient to the surgical intensive care unit (SICU). Patients had to be scheduled for non-emergent surgery such that they had at least a day to review the video prior to consenting to surgery. Other inclusion criteria were: plan to undergo surgery with one of the study surgeons, age 18 or above, able to give informed consent, and able to speak English. Patients were excluded if they had visual or hearing impairments rendering them unable to view and/or hear the study videos.

Study staff set up two tape recorders in the examination room to record the visit interaction. After the visit, the surgeon, patient, and companion each completed a short satisfaction questionnaire about the visit. Demographic information was collected via self-report from patients at an earlier visit, and from companions at the time of the audiorecorded visit. Further details about the parent trial have been described elsewhere.109 The Johns Hopkins School of Medicine Institutional Review Board approved this study.

2.2 Dialogue Coding using the Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS)

The pre-surgical recordings were analyzed with the Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS), a systematic, quantitative coding system for medical dialogue that has demonstrated reliability and predictive validity.110,130-134 The coding system assigns one of 37 mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories to each complete thought expressed by every speaker; in this study including the surgeon, patient, and his/her companion.
Often individual RIAS codes are combined to create composite categories, as reflected in Table 3, including medical questions (related to medical history, symptoms and treatment), psychosocial/lifestyle questions, patient education and counseling – medical, patient education and counseling - psychosocial, emotional responsiveness, facilitation and patient activation, positive talk, negative talk, social talk, and procedural talk. These 10 composites summarize the individual codes available in the RIAS system. The results from these composites are the number of times these themes were mentioned in the exchange. In addition to the content codes, the RIAS coder also rates each speaker on global affect using a 6-point Likert scale reflecting positive (i.e., warmth, engagement, interest, respectfulness) and negative (i.e., irritation, anxiety, dominance, hurried) affective dimensions.

RIAS variables were combined to calculate a patient-centeredness summary score, which has shown predictive and concurrent validity for a variety of patient and physician outcomes in prior studies. The patient-centered summary score includes provider, patient, and companion communication codes combined as a ratio to reflect the visit balance of psychosocial and emotional communication to biomedically-focused exchanges. The numerator of the ratio reflects elicitation and discussion of patients’ experiences, beliefs, preferences, emotional responses and engagement in treatment decision making while the denominator includes other core elements of medical interaction in the biomedical realm critical to diagnosis and treatment like symptom and treatment history, information and counseling related to patient adherence and prescribing of medications, tests and referrals, and the weighing of risks and benefits or proposed treatments and alternatives. The ratio summarizes the cumulative relative balance of visit interaction across these two
critically important facets of medical interaction consistent with conceptual discussions of patient-centeredness in the literature and discussed in more detail elsewhere.135

2.3 Visit Satisfaction Measures

The study team adapted measures developed and used by Roter and colleagues in previous studies to address patient satisfaction with interpersonal and informational aspects of medical visits.136-139 This measure is a six-item Likert scale with five response options: strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly agree. Examples of questions from the patient satisfaction scale include: “My time was well spent in this visit,” “I trust the surgeon,” and “I understand the most important information discussed by the surgeon.” Of note, the version of the scale used for companions featured eight items, with the two additional: “My presence was meaningful for me in this visit” and “My presence was meaningful for the patient in this visit.” The internal reliability of these questionnaires was tested with Cronbach’s alpha: surgeon satisfaction: 0.93; patient satisfaction: 0.97; companion satisfaction: 0.99.

2.4 Analysis

Comparisons of demographics between patients with and without companions were performed using the Mann-Whitney test (for continuous variables) and Fisher’s exact test (for categorical and dichotomous variables). Poisson models for the 10 composite RIAS variables were fit that included a main term, fixed effect for the presence/absence of a companion; the relative mean number of times the theme was discussed comparing the companion to non-companion interactions are reported. The models were fit using generalized estimating equations140 to account for the nesting of patient/family within surgeon. The models assumed the patients/families were
exchangeable within surgeon and standard errors were computed using robust variance estimates to account for potential over/under dispersion in the data.

The models described above were extended to determine the effect of companion presence on the patient-centeredness summary score which combines the number of psychosocial and emotional communication themes and number of biomedically-focused content within a given patient/surgeon exchange, both of which are random variables. Poisson models using GEE was fit to the outcome, the number of themes, which included main terms for the type of communication (psychosocial vs. biomedical) and the presence/absence of a companion and the interaction of these two main terms. The coefficient for the interaction provides an estimate of the relative size of the patient-centeredness score comparing patient/surgeon exchanges with and without a companion present. The models were nested by surgeon and assumed the patients/families were exchangeable within surgeon and standard errors were computed using robust variance estimates to account for potential over/under dispersion in the data. Covariates were selected based on bivariate analyses if p-values were <0.05 (i.e., race, surgeon’s medical information and counselling, surgeon’s procedural talk, surgeon’s lifestyle/psychosocial questions, patient’s lifestyle/psychosocial information sharing), and on other similar studies\textsuperscript{10,11} (i.e., patient and surgeon satisfaction, patient age, gender, and education level, length of visit).

Satisfaction scores were dichotomized as perfect satisfaction (1) or any score less than perfect (0). Logistic regression models based on GEE were used to compare the odds of perfect satisfaction across exchanges with and without a companion present. Patients/families were assumed to be exchangeable within a surgeon and robust standard
errors were used to account for any over/under binomial dispersion. All analyses were conducted using Stata 13.141

3 Results

Of the 61 audio-recorded visits, 46 (75.41%) included one or more companions, and 15 (24.59%) did not include a companion. Of these 46 visits, there were 55 companions present in total—38 visits were with one companion, seven with two, and one visit with three. Eight surgeons contributed patients who were eligible for the study and each were recorded with an average 7.63 patients (standard deviation 6.93), range 1-23. While the study recruited patients from the nine participating surgeons, only eight surgeons had patients that were eligible for the trial and enrolled.

Of the 55 companions present in the 46 visits, 36 (65.45%) were female (Table 2). The majority of companions were spouses (n=29; 52.73%) followed by children (n=11, 20.00 %), with the remainder being mostly other family members. Fewer than 7.27% of companions were not family members (Table 4). There were no significant differences in patient demographics comparing patients with and without companions in the visit (Table 4).

3.3 Description of Family Companions’ Communication

Of the 46 visits in which companions were present, companions contributed 11% of the conversation, surgeons contributed 62%, and patients 27%. Conversely, in the 15 visits in which companions were not present, surgeons contributed 63% and patients 37% of the visit dialogue. The two most frequent ways companions contributed to the dialogue, as analyzed with RIAS, were with positive talk (mean 15.17 (standard deviation
(mean 10.33 (standard deviation 12.85)) (Table 5).

3.2. Companions’ Impact on Surgeons’ and Patients’ Communication

3.2.1. Companions’ Impact on Surgeons’ Communication

Companion presence was associated in unadjusted analysis with surgeons contributing 29% more talk to the visit dialogue (p 0.006), a 41% increase in the amount of medical information the surgeon provided (p 0.001) and a 30% increase in procedural talk (p=0.028) (Table 5). Companion’s medical questioning was associated with an increase in the surgeon’s medical information sharing (IRR 1.02, CI 1.01, 1.04, p=0.004).

3.2.2. Companions’ Impact on Patients’ Communication

Companion’s presence was not associated with the how much the patient talked overall in the visit; however, companions’ presence was associated with a 45% decrease in patients’ disclosures about lifestyle and psychosocial topics (p 0.037) (Table 5). A post hoc sensitivity analysis found that the relationship between companion presence and fewer patient statements about lifestyle/psychosocial information remained significant after controlling for the surgeon’s lifestyle/psychosocial questions and the length of the visit (IRR 0.51, CI 0.35, 0.76, p=0.001).

3.2.3. Companions presence and overall patient-centeredness of the visit

Table 6 presents the multivariate analysis of overall patient-centeredness of the pre-surgical visit. Significant predictors in the model included the presence of a companion, showing a 23% reduction in the overall patient-centeredness of the visit (p 0.001), accounting for key patient and surgical communication codes patient and surgeon
satisfaction with the visit, and covariates (length of visit, patient’s age, race, education level, and gender) (Table 6).

There was no difference between visits with and without companions in patient (OR 0.68; CI 0.34, 1.34; 0.264) or surgeon satisfaction (OR 1.03; CI 0.63, 1.68; 0.911).

4. Discussion and Conclusion

4.1 Discussion

These results contribute to a small literature describing high-stakes discussions about major cancer surgery and are the first to describe how the presence of family companions affects communication in this setting. Three-in-four patients in this study were accompanied by at least one family member or friend. Most companions were female (65%) and spouses (53%) or children (20%). Sessions averaged 18.55 minutes, and the presence of companions did not affect visit length.

The key communication features distinguishing accompanied visits, compared to unaccompanied visits, were the surgeon talking more overall, the surgeon providing more medical information and procedural talk, and the patients providing less lifestyle/psychosocial information. We also found that the presence of a companion significantly diminished the overall level of visit patient-centeredness. Finally, despite these differences in encounters when companions were and were not present, there were no differences in patient nor surgeon visit satisfaction.

Similarly high proportions of patient accompaniment was found in a study of oncology consultations where “bad news” was disclosed wherein 86% of patients were accompanied by companions.9 These high proportions may reflect in part the high-stakes nature of these encounters where patients are often strongly encouraged to bring family
companions to assist in navigating and coping with these discussions. The finding that most companions were female (65%) and spouses (53%) is in line with Wolff and Roter’s meta-analysis of studies of family presence in routine medical visits for older patients, that showed 79.4% of companions were female and 54.7% were spouses. Of note, we compare to Wolff and Roter’s meta-analysis as it is the most comprehensive analysis of the role of companions in medical visits to date; however, we draw this comparison with the caveat that there are clear differences in the pre-surgical visit and routine medical visit.

Our finding of no significant difference in the length of the pre-surgical visits for accompanied vs unaccompanied patients may have been the result of participating surgeons changing their usual practice by holding dedicated consent visits for the study; surgeons may have been very attentive to patients regardless of accompaniment.

The distribution of talk observed in our study among accompanied patients (27%), surgeon providers (62%), and companions (11%) is similar to the proportion of talk observed in Wolff and Roter’s meta-analysis of routine medical visits, where the distribution breakdown was 32.4% patients, 53.3% physicians, and 14.9 % companions. While companions in our study only contributed 11% of the talk in these interactions, they had a significant impact on patient-surgical provider communication during the visit.

Companion presence was associated with the surgeon talking more overall, providing more medical information, and procedural talk. Since companions asked on average 5.26 medical questions per visit (Table 5), the surgeons’ increase in medical and procedural talk may have been in response to these questions; indeed, a post hoc sensitivity analysis showed that companion’s medical questioning was associated with an
increase in the surgeon’s medical information sharing. As patients’ medical question asking did not differ when companions were present, companions’ questions were in addition to what patients were already asking. These findings are consistent with prior research reporting that oncologists were more informative when patients were accompanied by a companion. 

In their meta-analysis, Wolff and Roter found that when companions were present, patients engaged in less psychosocial information giving. Our results were similar: patients accompanied by companions shared less lifestyle/psychosocial information even though companion presence did not impact the frequency of patient communication overall. Our observed decrease in lifestyle/psychosocial information sharing when companions were accompanied vs unaccompanied was not sufficiently explained by our finding that surgeons asked fewer lifestyle/psychosocial questions when companions were present; the post hoc sensitivity analysis found that the relationship between companion presence and fewer patient statements about lifestyle/psychosocial information remained significant even after controlling for the surgeon’s lifestyle/psychosocial questions and the length of the visit.

Several reasons might explain why there was less psychosocial exchange between patients and surgeons when companions were present. First, companion communication most frequently centered on rapport building, and, furthermore, included lifestyle/psychosocial information (Table 5), thereby preemptively communicating the information that would have been communicated by patients if they were unaccompanied. Future research should explore whether companion psychosocial
communication is an enhancer or suppressor of addressing patient psychosocial and lifestyle concerns.\textsuperscript{142}

Second, the visits analyzed in this study were follow-up consent visits that followed a prior visit with the surgeon where an initial assessment was performed. Hence, discussion of lifestyle and psychosocial concerns may have been addressed in prior interactions between the patient and surgeon.

Companion’s presence decreased the patient-centeredness scores of the visit. These differences in patient-centeredness scores between patient accompanied and unaccompanied visits was driven by a marked increase in components of the denominator of the ratio. Specifically, surgeons gave more medical information and engaged in more procedural talk when companions were present, and companions contributed medical information (Table 5).

To explain the patient-centeredness finding, companions might perceive patients as anxious prior to major cancer surgery and too affectively overwhelmed to give focused attention to the encounter. Consequently, companions may feel compelled to “step up” and advocate for the patient by asking technical questions about the surgery to help him/her better understand and visualize the patient’s journey. Indeed, the second most frequent companion communication behavior was facilitation and patient activation, at a mean of 10.33 statements per recording. A qualitative study of 28 conversations between patients, oncologists, and companions (wherein patients had life limiting cancer) found companions frequently spoke on behalf of patients during discussions of prognosis and treatment choices, despite the patient being capable of speaking for him/herself.\textsuperscript{95}

Companions, especially those for highly independent patients (such as those in our
sample—most companions did not indicate they assisted patients with activities of daily living), might see their role in these pre-surgical encounters as informational social support. The companion’s presence might be beneficial to the patient; however, the extent of that benefit might not be captured by the patient-centeredness ratio.

It is also important to highlight that the perioperative experience is stressful for companions, as well as patients. Many of these companions undertake the many tasks of family caregiving before, during, and after surgery. Family members often deliver the majority of medical care to patients in the home, including wound management, medication administration, and symptom monitoring and management. Considering these responsibilities, companions may have many information needs of their own during pre-surgical visits to help them prepare for supporting the patient, which may explain the increase in surgeon communication about medical information and procedures. The perioperative experience of cancer family caregivers has been noted to be understudied in general, representing a potentially fruitful direction for triadic perioperative communication.

Despite differences in accompanied vs unaccompanied encounters, there were no differences in patient nor surgeon visit satisfaction. This finding counters past studies of patient and surgeon satisfaction. When companions are present in routine medical care, patient ratings of visit satisfaction are higher in interpersonal rapport, informativeness, and care quality, compared to when companions are not present. Although some studies have found companions occasionally conflict with patients on treatment decisions and care, which may negatively impact patients’ perceptions of companions’ presence in visits, the majority of studies suggests companions’ presence has a positive benefit.
Regarding physicians, a study of primary visits found physicians report that the presence of a companion increases their understanding and subsequent satisfaction with the visit.102 In this pre-surgical setting, companions may be acting as extensions of the patient, not changing the feel of the conversation but rather furthering patient’s goals and expectations. In presurgical visits, patient and surgeon satisfaction may not be predicated upon patient-centeredness, but rather upon the conveyance of timely, surgery-related information.

4.2 Limitations

This study has several limitations. The companion survey featuring information regarding their relationship and role to the patient was only added two months into the study; therefore, there are 11 companions that did not complete this information. Second, there may be unmeasured characteristics that affected communication (e.g., relationship history between patient and companion, companion education level). Third, given that these are elective surgeries that require private insurance or personal means to afford such procedures, the population is limited in this way. These characteristics, coupled with our smaller sample size, may limit the generalizability of this study. Fourth, we cannot draw conclusions between the varied behavior of companions and their different genders, relationships, and roles as the RIAS coder did not distinguish between companions in visits when there was more than one companion present. Fifth, due to a need to protect the identity of the surgeons involved in our trial, we are unable to analyze how particular surgeon characteristics may impact triadic communication outcomes. For example, some participating surgeons routinely had two pre-surgical visits with patients, while others did not, which may have altered their approach to this additional visit. Finally, the lack of
significant difference in satisfaction comparing accompanied and unaccompanied visits may be a result of lack of variability in the satisfaction scores as a result of the positive skewness of the satisfaction data. In addition, the smaller sample size may have been unable to detect differences.

4.3 Practice Implications

The presence of companions alters provider-patient communication during high-stakes medical encounters about major cancer surgery. Future work is needed regarding how companion presence during patient-provider interactions might be optimized to facilitate positive outcomes during and after these clinic visits. Companions are likely to be decision makers if the patient becomes too ill to voice his/her preferences; therefore, their early engagement is integral to informed decision making.

4.4 Conclusions

This is the first study to begin to parse out the nuanced details of the nature of the patient-companion-surgeon exchange in the pre-surgical visit. This is an area ripe for further exploration. Future studies should continue to explore the role that companions serve in the pre-surgical visit.
### Aim 1 Tables

#### Table 3: Examples of Key RIAS Composite Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RIAS Composite Code</th>
<th>RIAS Codes</th>
<th>Examples from Recordings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions - medical</td>
<td>Medical or therapeutic questions—either open or closed</td>
<td>* Patient: Now could you explain that to me because I never did understand the difference between the colon and the small intestine?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and counseling - medical</td>
<td>Gives medical or therapeutic information</td>
<td>* Surgeon: You have that really big stent in there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counsels medical or therapeutic</td>
<td>* Surgeon: Being a little bit generous in weight around the middle, weight and obesity do increase your risk of surgical complication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions - lifestyle/psychosocial</td>
<td>Lifestyle or psychosocial questions—either open or closed</td>
<td>* Patient: How soon after the surgery can I go back to work?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counsels lifestyle or psychosocial</td>
<td>* Companion: What changes will occur in my dad’s day-to-day life, if any, as a result of losing 20-30% of his pancreas and his spleen?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and counseling: lifestyle/psychosocial</td>
<td>Gives lifestyle or psychosocial information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counsels lifestyle or psychosocial</td>
<td>* Patient: I’m prepared to do it [surgery].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation</td>
<td>Asks for opinion</td>
<td>* Surgeon: Here is your liver—does that make sense?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asks for permission</td>
<td>* Companion: Her prognosis is good, right?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asks for reassurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back channels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paraphrase, checks for understanding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive talk</td>
<td>Laughs, tells jokes</td>
<td>* Surgeon: You are just doing your best.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expresses approval</td>
<td>* Companion: Your analogies are very good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliments</td>
<td>* Patient: I have faith in you as a surgeon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shows agreement, understanding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional talk</td>
<td>Empathy statements</td>
<td>* Surgeon (to companion): It’s very difficult to watch a family member go through this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legitimizing statements</td>
<td>* Patient: I’ll take those odds any day!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concern, worry</td>
<td>* Patient: I’m looking forward to relaxing and not going to work for two months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reassurance, optimism</td>
<td>* Surgeon: I promise you it’s no worse than getting a little IV in your arm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partnership statements</td>
<td>* Surgeon: This is a very normal feeling to have. You are not alone. A lot of women have these feelings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-disclosure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative talk</td>
<td>Disagreement</td>
<td>* Companion: It looks easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Criticism</td>
<td>* [In response to the above statement] Surgeon: It’s not that easy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social talk</td>
<td>Personal remarks</td>
<td>* Surgeon: I forgot to ask: how was the cruise?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural talk (orientations and instructions)</td>
<td>Transitions</td>
<td>* Surgeon: I will just mention one more thing (orient).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gives orientation, instructions</td>
<td>* Surgeon: I’m going to sit down right now and talk about what the proposed surgery is.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Demographics of Patients with and without Companions (n=61)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Total (n=61)</th>
<th>Visits with Companions (n=46)</th>
<th>Visits without Companions (n=15)</th>
<th>P-value&lt;i&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>61.68 (11.72)</td>
<td>61.87 (12.48)</td>
<td>61.13 (9.42)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex; n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36 (60.00)</td>
<td>26 (57.78)</td>
<td>10 (66.67)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>24 (40.00)</td>
<td>19 (42.22)</td>
<td>5 (33.33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race; n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White/Caucasian</td>
<td>50 (83.33)</td>
<td>40 (88.89)</td>
<td>10 (66.67)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>8 (13.33)</td>
<td>4 (8.89)</td>
<td>4 (26.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian or Multi-Race</td>
<td>2 (3.33)</td>
<td>1 (2.22)</td>
<td>1 (6.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education; n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than/equal to high school</td>
<td>30 (50.00)</td>
<td>22 (48.89)</td>
<td>8 (53.33)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than high school</td>
<td>30 (50.00)</td>
<td>23 (51.11)</td>
<td>7 (46.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Diagnosis; n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatic Cancer</td>
<td>22 (36.67)</td>
<td>17 (37.78)</td>
<td>5 (33.33)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatobiliary &amp; GI Cancers</td>
<td>18 (30.00)</td>
<td>16 (35.56)</td>
<td>2 (13.33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynecological Cancers</td>
<td>9 (15.00)</td>
<td>5 (11.11)</td>
<td>4 (26.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon Cancer</td>
<td>4 (6.67)</td>
<td>3 (6.67)</td>
<td>1 (6.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcomas</td>
<td>6 (10.00)</td>
<td>4 (8.89)</td>
<td>2 (13.33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (1.67)</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
<td>1 (6.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existence &amp; Severity of Complication with Surgery (n=57) ii; n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Complication</td>
<td>24 (42.11)</td>
<td>18 (42.86)</td>
<td>6 (40.00)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade I</td>
<td>13 (22.81)</td>
<td>10 (23.81)</td>
<td>3 (20.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade II</td>
<td>11 (19.30)</td>
<td>7 (16.67)</td>
<td>4 (26.67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade III</td>
<td>3 (5.26)</td>
<td>3 (7.14)</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade IV</td>
<td>6 (10.53)</td>
<td>4 (9.52)</td>
<td>2 (13.33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex of Companion (n=59) iii; n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36 (65.45)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>19 (34.55)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<i>Comparisons of demographics between patients with and without companions were done with the Mann-Whitney test (for continuous variables) and Fisher’s exact test (for categorical and dichotomous variables).</i>

<i>While there were 61 audiorecordings or pre-surgical visits, not all patients went for surgical, which is why there are only 57 patients with data regarding complications.</i>

<i>While there were 46 audiorecorded visits with companions present, 28 has one companions, seven had two companions, and one had three companions; therefore, there is demographic data on 55 companions in total.</i>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Companion Relationship to Patient (n=59); n(%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spouse (Married/Common Law)</td>
<td>29 (52.73)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyfriend/Girlfriend/Fiancé</td>
<td>2 (3.64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent</td>
<td>2 (3.64)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child</td>
<td>11 (20.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>6 (10.91)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aunt/Uncle</td>
<td>1 (1.82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend</td>
<td>4 (7.27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companions Roles (n=54); n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activities (e.g., feeding)</td>
<td>13 (25.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Tasks (e.g., driving)</td>
<td>31 (59.62)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Support</td>
<td>50 (96.15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious/Spiritual Support</td>
<td>22 (42.31)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accompany to Medical Appointments</td>
<td>44 (84.62)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participate in Treatment Discussions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During Medical Appts</td>
<td>46 (88.46)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor Symptoms and Health</td>
<td>34 (65.38)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Decision Maker</td>
<td>20 (38.46)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon; n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23 (37.70)</td>
<td>18 (39.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9 (14.75)</td>
<td>7 (15.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8 (13.11)</td>
<td>7 (15.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8 (13.11)</td>
<td>4 (8.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3 (4.92)</td>
<td>2 (4.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 (3.28)</td>
<td>2 (4.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 (1.64)</td>
<td>1 (2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7 (11.48)</td>
<td>5 (10.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex of Surgeon; n(%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>17 (27.87)</td>
<td>12 (26.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>44 (72.13)</td>
<td>34 (73.91)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

iv The question regarding the role that companions serve in relation to the patients was introduced after data collection began; therefore, we are missing data on five companions.
Table 5: Bivariate Models Depicting How Companions’ Presence Affected Session Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RIAS Composite Code</th>
<th>Visits with Companions (n=46) Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Visits without Companions (n=15) Mean (SD)</th>
<th>IRR (CI)(^v)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall visit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the visit (minutes)</td>
<td>19.06 (13.67)</td>
<td>16.98 (10.74)</td>
<td>1.25 (0.90, 1.76)</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companion Behaviors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total contribution to the dialogue</td>
<td>48.48 (47.96)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions - medical</td>
<td>5.26 (6.70)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information &amp; counseling - medical</td>
<td>4.0 (5.2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions - lifestyle/psychosocial</td>
<td>0.70 (1.52)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information &amp; counseling: lifestyle/psychosocial</td>
<td>3.33 (4.71)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation</td>
<td>10.33 (12.85)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive talk</td>
<td>15.17 (21.82)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional talk</td>
<td>3.15 (4.16)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative talk</td>
<td>0.15 (0.36)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social talk</td>
<td>4.63 (9.98)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural talk</td>
<td>1.22 (2.17)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect</td>
<td>4.47 (0.82)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon Behaviors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total contribution to the dialogue</td>
<td>257.35 (147.65)</td>
<td>212.20 (134.69)</td>
<td><strong>1.29 (1.08, 1.56)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.006</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions - medical</td>
<td>5.87 (7.28)</td>
<td>4.67 (4.69)</td>
<td>1.16 (0.86, 1.56)</td>
<td>0.327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information &amp; counseling - medical</td>
<td>148.50 (99.38)</td>
<td>110.40 (76.79)</td>
<td><strong>1.41 (1.16, 1.72)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.001</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^v\) Poisson model using generalized estimating equations, assuming exchangeable correlation structure and robust standard errors.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RIAS Composite Code</th>
<th>Visits with Companions (n=46) Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Visits without Companions (n=15) Mean (SD)</th>
<th>IRR (CI)(^v)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions - lifestyle/psychosocial</td>
<td>1.26 (2.64)</td>
<td>2.33 (2.64)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.30, 1.01)</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information &amp; counseling: lifestyle/psychosocial</td>
<td>7.04 (8.51)</td>
<td>6.27 (5.74)</td>
<td>1.16 (0.90, 1.50)</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation</td>
<td>22.98 (14.45)</td>
<td>25.67 (15.99)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.84, 1.12)</td>
<td>0.682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive talk</td>
<td>21.87 (13.72)</td>
<td>19.33 (13.10)</td>
<td>1.24 (0.96, 1.61)</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional talk</td>
<td>31.09 (20.17)</td>
<td>29.53 (24.86)</td>
<td>1.16 (0.88, 1.52)</td>
<td>0.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative talk</td>
<td>0.78 (1.11)</td>
<td>0.33 (0.82)</td>
<td>2.35 (0.69, 7.96)</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social talk</td>
<td>8.28 (9.33)</td>
<td>5.27 (3.31)</td>
<td>1.57 (0.99, 2.49)</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural talk</td>
<td>9.33 (10.43)</td>
<td>8.00 (8.32)</td>
<td>1.30 (1.03, 1.64)</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect</td>
<td>5.47 (0.59)</td>
<td>5.51 (0.48)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.98, 1.04)</td>
<td>0.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient behaviors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total contribution to the dialogue</td>
<td>114.37 (78.85)</td>
<td>123.73 (83.17)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.74, 1.38)</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions - medical</td>
<td>8.96 (7.38)</td>
<td>8.52 (7.10)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.72, 1.63)</td>
<td>0.707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and counseling - medical</td>
<td>14.24 (11.59)</td>
<td>13.93 (13.39)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.81, 1.50)</td>
<td>0.540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions - lifestyle/psychosocial</td>
<td>0.83 (1.52)</td>
<td>0.60 (0.99)</td>
<td>1.57 (0.67, 3.67)</td>
<td>0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information &amp; counseling: lifestyle/psychosocial</td>
<td>7.17 (6.74)</td>
<td>14.40 (12.75)</td>
<td><strong>0.55 (0.32, 0.96)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.037</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation</td>
<td>32.15 (33.57)</td>
<td>32.67 (29.51)</td>
<td>1.12 (0.87, 1.44)</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive talk</td>
<td>33.61 (26.26)</td>
<td>32.27 (19.56)</td>
<td>1.07 (0.74, 1.56)</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional talk</td>
<td>8.65 (6.42)</td>
<td>13.80 (17.60)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.40, 1.08)</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative talk</td>
<td>0.52 (1.03)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.46)</td>
<td>1.58 (0.94, 2.65)</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social talk</td>
<td>4.26 (3.86)</td>
<td>4.00 (2.83)</td>
<td>1.06 (0.73, 1.55)</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural talk</td>
<td>3.35 (3.25)</td>
<td>2.47 (1.92)</td>
<td>1.40 (0.98, 1.99)</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect</td>
<td>4.64 (0.76)</td>
<td>4.67 (0.78)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.94, 1.05)</td>
<td>0.841</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Unadjusted and Adjusted Models Depicting How Companions’ Presence Affected Patient-Centeredness of the Pre-Surgical Session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Unadjusted Analysis</th>
<th>Adjusted Analyses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRR (CI)\textsuperscript{vi}</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companion Present</td>
<td>0.77 (0.67, 0.90)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the visit (minutes)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.99, 1.00)</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon information and counseling - medical</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00, 1.00)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon procedural talk</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00, 1.02)</td>
<td>0.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient information and counseling - lifestyle/psychosocial</td>
<td>1.01 (1.00, 1.02)</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon satisfaction</td>
<td>1.09 (0.71, 1.69)</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient satisfaction</td>
<td>0.97 (0.83, 1.13)</td>
<td>0.668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99, 1.01)</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (female)</td>
<td>1.14 (0.90, 1.45)</td>
<td>0.283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White/Caucasian</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>1.12 (0.92, 1.38)</td>
<td>0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian or Multi-Race</td>
<td>1.22 (0.73, 2.06)</td>
<td>0.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education: greater than high school</td>
<td>0.77 (0.59, 1.01)</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{vi} Poisson model using generalized estimating equations, assuming exchangeable correlation structure and robust standard errors.

\textsuperscript{vii} Poisson model using generalized estimating equations, assuming exchangeable correlation structure and robust standard errors. This model adjusts for surgeon’s medical information and counseling, surgeon’s procedural talk, patient’s lifestyle/psychosocial information, patient satisfaction with visit, surgeon satisfaction with visit, length of visit, patient’s age, race, education level, and gender.
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ABSTRACT

Background

The decision to undergo non-emergent surgery for cancer typically occurs after risks and benefits have been discussed between surgeons, patient, and accompanying family members. Sometimes, unanticipated clinical information or quality of life considerations (“disruptions”) arise during these pre-surgical visits, which raise doubts regarding the surgical plan and lead to a discussion of whether to proceed as planned, postpone or cancel the surgery. Little is known about how often unanticipated changes to the surgical plan occur. This paper explores case studies of how a patient, companion, and surgeon negotiate surgical plan disruptions.

Methods

This study is based on secondary analysis of pre-surgical recordings with 61 patients and nine surgeons, collected as part of a randomized control trial designed to evaluate the impact of an advance care planning video on pre-surgical visit communication. Patients were recruited at nine surgical oncology clinics at an academic tertiary care hospital from July 2015-September 2016.

Qualitative analysis incorporated existing theory and inductively developed codes to enrich the development of case studies in which a disruption in the surgical plan was identified.
Results

Four of the 61 pre-surgical visits were identified as having a disruption. Each case study explores the presentation of the disruption, patient reaction to the disruption, companion involvement and role in the encounter, and resolution of the disruption. While each disruption involves a nuanced approach to decision making, there are cross cutting themes across the cases. Specifically, analysis of these visits explored companion roles, including: patient autonomy-enhancing behaviors and patient autonomy-detracting behaviors. This analysis also addressed variation and similarities in surgeons’ behaviors, including examples of collaborative, facilitative, and informative behaviors.

Conclusions/Implications

As more high risk surgeries are performed on sicker and older patients, decision making regarding whether to pursue surgery may become increasingly complex, and lend itself more frequently to disruptions. Disruption reflects the engagement and mutual influence of multi-party participants in treatment decision making. By enhancing our understanding of disruptions, we hope to assist in the delicate communication and shared decision making needed for a patient and family centered resolution.

Word Count: 338

KEYWORDS: Surgical care, companion/caregiver, patient-provider communication
INTRODUCTION

Major surgery involves a significant risk of death or disability. A pre-surgical visit is frequently held close to the planned surgery to obtain patient consent and review surgical risks and benefits as well as potential postoperative morbidities, pain management and quality of life. The decision to undergo non-emergent cancer surgery occurs before the pre-surgical visit and is commonly planned following extensive discussion of surgical risks and benefits between a patient and surgeon, and frequently, one or more family members.

While most surgeries proceed as planned, some involve a pre-operative re-evaluation of whether to proceed with the surgery, effectively disrupting the anticipated surgical plan, herein referred to as a disruption. Disruptions may result in a decision to proceed as planned, postpone the surgery for weeks or months, or to cancel the surgery. These deliberations often include weighing surgical implications for meeting the patient’s medical goals and subsequent quality of life. Treatment deliberations frequently include an accompanying family and this is especially common in the oncology where almost two-thirds of patients are routinely accompanied to their visits. Accompaniment is even higher when new clinical information is anticipated; Eggly and colleagues found that 86% of cancer patients are routinely accompanied when “bad news” is expected.

Objectives

This paper explores four case studies of a surgical plan disruption to illustrate how a patient, an accompanying family member, and surgeon negotiate an unanticipated reevaluation of a presumed surgical plan and the role each participant plays in contributing to the subsequent surgical decision. Qualitative case study research provides
an opportunity to explore how each person involved in the exchange impacts the final decision.

METHODS

The proposed study is secondary analysis of 61 pre-surgical visit recordings attended by 61 patients, 9 oncological surgeons, with at least one accompanying family member present in 49 (73%) of recorded visits, collected as part of a randomized clinical trial to evaluate the impact of an advance care planning (ACP) video designed to prepare patients and family members for major surgery on pre-surgical visit communication. Patients scheduled to undergo elective major cancer surgery and their surgeons were recruited from the clinics of a single large academic tertiary care hospital. Patients provided written consent to participate in the study, and study staff obtained oral consent from accompanying family members and all medical professionals present for the audio-recorded visit.

The Johns Hopkins School of Medicine Institutional Review Board approved the parent study and the secondary analysis.

**Analytic Approach**

All 61 pre-surgical recordings were reviewed for an unanticipated re-evaluation of the surgical plan that led to a reevaluation of a presumed surgical plan. The selected recordings were de-identified, transcribed, and analyzed in MaxQDA software. The coding framework was informed by a deductive framework of interpersonal power dynamics reflecting patient and family communication in medical visit interaction and surgeon and patient communication. After indexing these codes, an inductive constant comparison method was used to identify and refine emergent themes into a
The final codebook evolved from the transcripts, as well as those that reflected the theories outlined below. Various MaxQDA analytical tools were used to visualize the data and examine the intersection of key themes across case studies.

**Theoretical frameworks**

Each case study was examined in light of Clayman et al.’s framework that distinguishes companion roles as autonomy enhancing or detraacting. As reflected in Figure 4, companion behaviors that enhance patient autonomy facilitates patient understanding of the physician, encourages patient engagement in the medical dialogue, and assists physicians in understanding patient disclosures; autonomy detraacting behaviors include those in which the companion acts to control patient communication or ally with the surgeon against the patient. Observational studies of accompanied medical visits found that autonomy-enhancing behaviors are more frequent than detraacting behaviors but both types may be enacted during the course of a visit. Five codes reflecting companions’ autonomy-enhancing and detraacting behaviors were included in the study codebook (Figure 4).

Power dynamics were also coded as suggested by Uy et al.’s conceptualization of four patient-physician prototypical relationships under conditions of critical illness including: the informative physician who provides medical information and treatment options; the facilitative physician who provides medical information while also linking treatment options to patients’ treatment preferences; the collaborative physician who elicits and links patient preferences with treatment options and provides treatment recommendations; and, the directive physician who makes treatment plans and decisions
without elicitation of patient input. Examples of surgeon behaviors reflective of these relations coded in the current study are also included in Table 3.

Each case study follows the same presentation format beginning with visit quotes that present the disruption to the surgical plan, the patient reaction to the disruption, the companion response or contribution, attempts to resolve the disruption by discussing alternative plans, and the final decision when known. While this format often follows the temporal order in which these events unfold in the visit, it is not always the case. To make it easier for a reader to follow the sequence of quotes, visit statement numbers identified by MaxQDA are included with each quote.

RESULTS

Four instances of surgical plan disruption were identified in the 61 pre-surgical visit recordings. The patients in three of these visits were accompanied by a single companion and one patient was accompanied by two companions. Of the 9 surgeons participating in the study, only 2 were recorded in visits with plan disruptions; three patients saw the same surgeon and one patient was seen by a second surgeon. Table 7 provides a demographic summary of the four patients.

Each of case studies is described below. To facilitate comparisons across the case studies, Table 8 provides a brief summary of key characteristics.

PATIENT 1

Disruption

Patient 1 is an 80-year-old man with a large abdominal tumor that was scheduled for removal the following week. The patient, accompanied by his wife, came to the surgical visit with the expectation of having cancer surgery. From the beginning of the
visit, the surgeon expressed concern about the going forward with the plan as the patient’s worsening heart condition and consequent kidney failure would likely contribute to postoperative complications.

**Surgeon A:** Hi, how are you folks?

**Patient 1:** I am OK doctor, if you tell me I will be OK.

**Surgeon A:** I am not sure. So a few things. I think the [hospital] admission is a worrisome sign with sort of the heart going with the stress. The second thing is your … kidneys are very damaged. Um this kidney is completely occupied by tumor. The other kidney also looks pretty dead…I would say [you have a] 70% risk of dialysis…The risks are piling up. Yes, there is a benefit, but if we cannot get you safely through surgery and back home, then the equation changes…The best scenario is to remove the tumor, but [at] what costs…and does it get us to a good quality of life? Not only does it mean can we get you through the operation, but can we get you home living a meaningful life? Being in a nursing home for the rest of your life is not what anybody wants. (S129-135)

This exchange is the first indication of a need to reassess the surgical plan. In the above statement, the surgeon wavers between outlining the risks and benefits of the procedure and implicitly recommending that the patient not pursue surgery raising the possibility of a long-term nursing home care stay.

**Patient reaction to disruption**

The patient appears surprised by the news and after the surgeon reiterates that the patient may be confined to a nursing home after the surgery, the patient asks: “What is the point of putting me in [a] nursing home?” (S151). A dialogue about the consequences of the surgery unfolds and the patient seems to recognize that the surgeon is making an implicit recommendation and confronts him/her to be explicit: “You don’t recommend surgery” (S179). This statement is said in a grave tone suggesting that the patient is trying to come to terms with the implications of the recommendation. The surgeon replies, “I

---

S129-135 represents the MaxQDA statement number, which corresponds with each time a person in the interaction speaks. We use these statement numbers to make the sequence of statements in the discussion clear the reader.
am very seriously concerned. I am almost debating not doing the surgery” (S180). The use of the word “almost” suggests the surgeon has not yet made a decision regarding the plan or is holding back from changing the plan unilaterally.

_Companion involvement and role in the encounter_

Directly following this exchange, the patient’s wife voices a concern that the patient has debilitating pain that is negatively impacting his quality of life. The topic of pain was introduced with no explicit reference to the disruption.

The thing is, he is ok, but he has pain [in his abdomen]. If we can do something about the pain, then I am sure he is going to feel better… Because me I watch every minute… If you could do something… Because he…wants to do everything, he is a very strong personality. (S183-191)

It is unclear if the patient’s wife is suggesting that if surgery is too risky, she would like her husband to receive a treatment to mitigate his pain or if she thinks that if he is relieved from pain his strong personality would enable him to do more. The surgeon replies that he/she will refer the patient to a pain management clinic and get him a consultation with a palliative care physician to discuss how to “get [the patient] to a good quality of life” (S206).

Following the discussion regarding symptoms, the patient asks for a third time, “so no operation?” (S210). The surgeon replies, “I don’t think so,” but that they could “do some radiation to help along with the palliation” (S211). The patient’s wife becomes distraught and leaves the room:

*Companion 1:* I am getting out.
*Patient 1:* Sit down.
*Companion 1:* No! You can stay.
*Patient 1:* Sit down!
*Surgeon A (to Companion 1):* You ok, sweetie? You ok?
[Door opens and closes and Companion 1 leaves the room] (S214-218)
The surgeon’s affectionate use of “sweetie” seems to be an attempt to calm down the distraught wife. The exchange between the patient and his wife highlights tension; the wife leaves the room despite the patient asking her to sit down twice. The patient does not appear to be upset with his wife for leaving, but rather is concerned, explaining that his wife lost her first husband to cancer.

**Patient 1:** She has problems…She lost a husband like that before.  
**Surgeon A:** It’s bringing back---  
**Patient 1:** It’s coming back.  
**Surgeon A:** I’m sorry, I really am. (S221-226)

This sharing of past loss seems to acknowledge that the patient and his wife have come to realize that he may face a similar fate. The surgeon asks, “How are you feeling about all this? What are your goals in life now?” (S230-234). The patient’s response indicates he has decided not to pursue surgery because of its long-term implications.

**Patient 1:** I have a good time. Look I am 80 years old, my father lived to 82, my mother lived to 86...So, I can’t have it all in my life…I have grandchildren and I enjoy to be with them. I enjoy to be with them. Goal? I don’t have a goal. I have seen, I have seen everything. From the top to the bottom, I have seen everything.  
**Surgeon A:** You have led an interesting life. I have to say I really enjoy talking to you. I wish I could sit here and talk to you a long time. But I think my concern, and I am trying to put myself in what I would recommend to my family. If you told me you wanted to try everything, and there are some people who don’t understand how miserable life can be sitting in the hospital with tubes sticking out of you. And then dialysis—  
**Patient 1:** Dialysis, I could take. But I would not be able to take the nursing home for the rest of my life. I don’t know how long I will live. (S235-251)

The surgeon takes a reassuring and personal tone and going so far as to suggest that this is “what I would recommend to my family”.  

Later in the visit, the wife’s behavior upsets and frustrates the patient. The nurse practitioner who had followed the wife out of the room, returned to relay the wife’s primary concern: “She tells me that she just doesn’t want you to have pain anymore.
That’s all she worries about” (S316). The wife voices her concern indirectly through the nurse practitioner. to seemingly ensure that the surgeon will address this issue. However, upon hearing this concern again, the patient becomes frustrated.

**Patient 1:** I don’t have pain.
**Surgeon A:** Is it just uncomfortable?
**Patient 1:** She doesn’t understand. I don’t have pain.
**Surgeon A:** What do you have? Pressure?
**Patient 1:** Pressure! That is all. And if I am sitting, nothing.
**Surgeon A:** You are fine?
**Patient 1:** Yes!
**Surgeon A:** Then maybe that is all.
**Patient 1:** I can’t walk from here to the door.
**Surgeon A:** But maybe a wheelchair would help? (S317-326)

Though the patient indicates that his pain is not the problem, and he is irritated by his wife’s insistence, he discloses difficulty with walking.

**Resolution of the disruption**

The disruption of the surgical plan was partially resolved. The surgeon does not explicitly advise the patient not to get surgery, but rather cautions him strongly:

I am really reluctant to push ahead with the surgery. I don’t want to hurt you. I want you to enjoy what you got rather than push us over the edge and then regret this and say now we are in trouble. There is a real risk of dying, there is a real risk of some bad complications. Living on dialysis is, some people never want to do it. (S172)

There are times earlier in the encounter where the patient asks the surgeon for clarification.

**Patient 1:** Are you suggesting doctor not an operation?
**Surgeon A:** I want you all to think about it over the weekend with the new pieces of information we didn’t have the last time. This information is not so good. (S193-4)

The surgeon never gives the patient a clear directive regarding the surgery, but rather provides a cautionary opinion with the ultimate decision deferred to a later time.
Decision

The patient’s planned surgery was cancelled; however, the possibility of palliative surgery to debulk a portion of the tumor was still under consideration. The surgeon concluded the visit advising the patient “to see those two people [the medical oncologist and palliative care specialist]” (S281). He/she also assured the patient that he/she will “sit in a room with the medical oncologist and radiation oncologist” to “make a decision” regarding “debulking [part of the tumor] just to get comfort” (S256-8).

The patient did not undergo surgery—neither the original planned surgery nor the debulking—and continued to have bi-monthly check ups with his oncologist.

The case summary

In line with Uy et al.’s delineation of the physician roles, the surgeon is largely collaborative, illustrated by provision of medical information, elicitation of treatment preferences, engagement in deliberative behaviors, and delivery of treatment recommendations. However, during the discussion in which the disruption is resolved, a change in role occurred. The proposed meeting between three physicians to decide whether the patient would undergo palliative surgery did not include the patient. In contrast to the collaborative approach to resolving the original surgical disruption, the decision to conduct palliative surgery reflected a more directive approach. Illustrative quotations of these behaviors appear in Table 9.

The patient’s wife engages in predominantly autonomy-enhancing behavior by facilitating patient understanding through asking the doctor questions and facilitating doctor understanding by mentioning the patient’s pain. Though, towards the end of the visit, her reiteration of her concerns regarding the patient’s pain frustrates the patient and
detracts from his ability to voice his concerns, it also empowers him to have a conversation with the surgeon about functional limitation and his potential need for a wheelchair.

PATIENT 2:

Disruption

Patient 2 is a 25-year-old woman diagnosed with a bowel tumor. She was accompanied to her visit by her mother and father two weeks before her scheduled cancer resection surgery. The planned surgery would impair the patient’s future fertility and she has already decided to delay surgery by at least a month so that she may undergo fertility treatments to have her eggs harvested. Moreover, the patient’s radiologist advised that the risk of local metastases would fall from 100% to 20-30% with pre-surgical radiation that would also delay the surgery by a few months. The surgeon seems tentative regarding radiation because of the patient’s age.

Why am I hesitating in you? I am usually a big believer in radiation. It is because you are very young and younger people are more sensitive to radiation than older people…I worry about kids getting radiation over adults because your bodies are still dividing so they are more exposed to the radiation’s side effect. (S101)

During this presurgical visit, the patient must decide whether to delay surgery for only one to two months to allow for egg harvesting, or to delay surgery for several months to allow for both egg harvesting and presurgical radiation.

Patient reaction to disruption

The patient often responds to the surgeon’s comments and questions with “yes” and “mmhmmm” and she appears to defer to her parents to ask most questions. The patient does not react to the disruption directly but rather she asks the surgeon questions about the procedure.
Patient 2: And the colon, like what, what will those side effects be?
Surgeon A: I may need to take the colon out because [the tumor is] stuck to it. (S157-158)

Companion involvement and role in the encounter

The companions become more engaged in the dialogue after the surgeon asks for their input about whether or not to further delay surgery for the radiation.

Surgeon A: So, mom and dad.
Companion 2a (mother): Ugh
Surgeon A: It’s hard, I know especially with your kid, its really hard. I feel for you guys.
Companion 2b (father): Yeah
Surgeon A: [to patient] Because you are their little baby. We think of you as a kid.
Patient 2: [Laughts]
Surgeon A: Sorry. I know you don’t think of yourself as a kid. (S120-6)

The surgeon’s comments acknowledge the complicated power dynamics between parents and a young adult who are all now having to weigh risks and benefits to make a complicated medical decision. The mother then asks several questions about the surgery and often refers to her own experience as a two-time cancer survivor who had undergone cancer treatments.

Surgeon A: I may need to [remove] the right side [of the colon], just the low piece, just this much of her colon.
Companion 2a (mother): So she will be kind of like me, a little bowel incontinent.
Surgeon A: [To Companion 2a] Not incontinent, just a looseness. Usually losing your right colon in the beginning makes you a little looser and then it settles in in the next three months… [To the patient] Yeah you won’t be as bad as mom. (S158-167)

The mother repeats the surgeon’s explanations, which may act to both reassure her daughter and facilitate her understanding:

Companion 2a (mother): [The rate of malignancies is] less than 1% with the radiation?
Surgeon A: Mmmhmm. Second malignancy in the future.
Companion 2a (mother): Less than 1%, that sounds really low.
Surgeon A: Well you want it to be really, really low.

Companion 2a (mother): Yeah, it is actually really good. (S170-4)

Once during the visit, the mother aligns with the surgeon rather than the patient. The patient found a radiologist close to her home that she prefers to see, but the surgeon advises the patient to receive care at the academic cancer center, which is a two-hour drive for the patient. The mother seems to supports the surgeon’s position.

Surgeon A: I will talk to [our radiation oncologist] this afternoon. I will see if she likes [the radiologist who is closer to the patient’s home] and then get the scoop.

Patient 2: Because that would just be a half hour drive.

Surgeon A: It’s a half hour drive, it’s not the end of the world.

Companion 2a (mother): But if it’s her life, then we will come here. I mean, if it’s that.

Surgeon A: People have stayed in [temporary patient housing] for five weeks. (S195-9)

The patient’s comment regarding the convenience of the alternative radiation services is partially countered by the mother’s characterization of the choice between radiation facilities as a potential decision of life or death. The mother’s declaration that “we” will do as the surgeon recommends, seemingly places the mother at the helm of the decision making process.

The patient’s father participates less actively in the visit than her mother. After the patient indicates the radiologist advised that radiation would reduce the rate of recurrence from 100% to 20-30%, the father replies:

Companion 2b (father): But there may be no guarantee.

Surgeon A: It’s never a guarantee. Unfortunately, the only person who gives guarantees are people, not doctors. If [a doctor] has given you a guarantee, be worried. (S113-4)

The father’s comment reinforces that even though radiation has a high likelihood of reducing risk of local recurrence, it cannot guarantee the cancer will not recur. The surgeon’s response to the father’s comment reiterates its salience that there is uncertainty
surrounding treatment outcomes.

Resolution of the disruption

The surgeon provides information regarding the patient’s options, but ultimately empowers the patient to make a decision about treatment.

Where are you feeling about all this? Because at the end of the day, this is your body, not mine. And you are going to have to make a decision. Because this is debatable. Do we do radiation or not? And the way I think of it, is that if you say, “I want to do everything in my power.” Then I will be there. But if you say “I would rather take my chances, and if it comes back here, we will tackle it as it goes.” That’s another viewpoint, you see what I’m saying? (S103)

Later in the visit, the surgeon reiterates that the “big question is radiation” (S142) thereby implying that the decision rests with the patient. The patient seems dissatisfied with this response and asks the surgeon for an opinion on what the patient should do regarding radiation.

Patient 2: And so, you aren’t recommending radiation, or--?
Surgeon A: No, I think, my sense is that as long as you have heard the side effects. I think [the radiation oncologist] and I are leaning towards it.
Companion 2a (mother): You were? OK.
Surgeon A: Yeah, as long as you know some of the things we talked about. (S151-6)

The patient may have been confused by the surgeon’s previous statements as they were not explicit recommendations. The patient requests a clear recommendation from the surgeon and the surgeon indicates a preference for radiation.

Decision

In the visit, patient never explicitly indicates her decision, nor does the surgeon solicit the patient’s decision. In the above quotation, the patient’s acknowledgement of side effects seems to subtly signify that she will move forward with the procedure. Much later in the visit, the patient’s father seeks to confirm this decision.
Companion 2b: So have we decided on a radiation, or?

Surgeon A: Yeah, the only thing to debate is where to do it. (S319-320)

The patient decides to delay the surgery until after egg harvesting and subsequent radiation. The surgeon concludes the visit with “I will cancel surgery for next week” and instructs the patient to “find out your last date [for radiation], and let the scheduler know and then we will arrange a date for surgery” (S328).

The case summary

In line with Uy et al.’s physician roles, the surgeon is collaborative, as exhibited by the surgeon’s display of behaviors aligned with this role: he/she provides medical information, elicits treatment preferences, engages in deliberative behaviors, and gives treatment recommendations. Illustrative quotations of these behaviors appear in Table 9.

The patient’s mother mostly engages autonomy-enhancing behaviors that facilitate patient understanding through asking the doctor questions about the post-operative period, and repeating the surgeon’s explanations of postoperative risks. However, when the patient indicates she would like to receive radiation close to home and the surgeon suggests the patient instead travel two hours to receive radiation at the same facility as her upcoming surgery, the mother sides with the surgeon, which would be characterized as alliance building behavior. The patient’s father rarely participates in the visit, but his few contributions can be characterized as autonomy enhancing as they involve questions about the treatment trajectory.

PATIENT 3

Disruption
Patient 3 is a 67-year-old man scheduled to have surgery in a week to remove a large intra-abdominal tumor. The patient’s wife accompanies him to this visit. Prior to this visit, the surgeon had ordered a CT-scan and presents the results early in the visit.

**Surgeon A:** Now I am going to try to pull up the scans. It seems to be shrinking.

**Companion 3:** Wow.

**Surgeon A:** And in fact, I can’t find it on this page. But I think I see it. I still think we should go in and take a look and take whatever it is out…It’s been confounding me. Like I’ve been sitting here the last 15 minutes trying to pull it up. So you did not do radiation this summer, right? You have just been waiting to see me? And I delayed the surgery, which rightly or wrongly, but whatever it is good news for the most part.

**Patient 3:** Yeah, yeah.

**Surgeon A:** But I just don’t know what to do with this.

**Patient 3:** Yeah, wow. (S18-25)

The shrinking was unexplained; the patient had undergone neither radiation, chemotherapy, nor immunotherapy. The option to move forward with the surgery is no longer clear, and a decision must be made about whether to pursue surgery.

**Patient reaction to disruption**

The surgeon reiterates uncertainty regarding how and when to treat the tumor, and the patient responds with his preference:

**Surgeon A:** I am still inclined to say that we should just operate and take a look.

**Patient 3:** Right, I would probably go crazy if you didn’t. (S26-7)

While the surgeon’s recommendation is not delivered with assurance, the patient seems committed to proceeding with surgery.

**Companion involvement and role in the encounter**

The patient’s wife is fairly vocal and provides the surgeon with information that the patient has not. For example, while discussing the logistics of the upcoming surgery, she indicates that the patient’s hernia causes him pain, which leads the surgeon to propose an additional surgical plan for repair.
Companion 3: The other thing I noted, which is bothering me a lot, is the area around the hernia. He has a lot of pain around the stoma.

Patient 3: Lots of pain.

Companion 3: Is there any way to—Is it possible to—

Surgeon A: We will try to revise the hernia a little bit. I mean, you know, fix it. We will need a plastic surgeon to fix your belly wall. Ok so resection of [the tumor] [and] repair of [the] hernia. (S86-89)

In the next segment, the surgeon jokes about the patient’s eagerness for surgery and the wife supports the patient by noting how much it is on his mind and how hard it is.

The surgeon responds by acknowledging the patient and his wife’s concern and noting that all surgeries contain risks and should not be decided upon lightly.

Surgeon A [to Nurse Practitioner A]: He is eager for the surgery! I am trying to talk him out of it. He’s not buying that!

Companion 3: Well I have to say it is so in his mind. He has been really like— you know, it’s hard. He feels—

Surgeon A: I’ve seen family members through surgery. Surgery is surgery, we never dismiss it. (S149-152)

Resolution of the disruption

The surgeon’s caution regarding surgery may be interpreted as opposition to the patient and his wife’s wishes to move forward with the procedure. Surgery is presented as an option and reiterates that the patient can change his mind. However, the surgeon empowers the patient in a protective, supportive way.

Surgeon A: So you can sign the consent. And if you change our mind and say ‘Doctor, I don’t want surgery Monday.’ That is fine…Never feel the pressure.

Companion 3: Mmmhmm.

Surgeon A: And if …you wanted to watch it another 2-3 months, I would be on board.

Patient 3: I don’t want to.

Surgeon A: Surgery is surgery.

Patient 3: I don’t want to. I don’t want to.

Surgeon A: You sure?

Patient 3: I… I want to go now. I… Yes. I would like to have… would like to know what I have. [Note: here ellipses connote pauses in the patient’s speech, compared to omissions of text]

Surgeon A: Well the good thing is that it is probably benign. It thinks
it’s…Cancer does not get smaller without treatment.

(S65-73)

The patient reiterates three times that he wants to proceed with the surgery, and his last declarative statement, replete with pauses and repeated words, suggests he is struggling to communicate his wishes. The surgeon may feel less compelled to be directive, particularly with the “good news” that the patient’s tumor has shrunk to the point where surgery may be unnecessary.

During the visit, neither the patient nor the companion solicit the surgeon’s advice on what to do; however, the surgeon reiterates that “this is no small operation” and that the risks of the surgery might not be quite worthwhile if “the tumor is benign” (S95). The patient does not respond to this statement, which may indicate the patient is not open to cancelling the surgery even if the tumor is benign.

Towards the end of the encounter, the surgeon reluctantly advises the patient to proceed with surgery.

_Surgeon A:_ I will talk to [our medical oncologist]. I guess we should still explore you since we already have the date for surgery.

_Patient 3:_ Yeah and the date was so hard to get.

_Surgeon A:_ Is it hard?

_Nurse Practitioner A:_ It was so hard to get!

[Nurse Practitioner A and Surgeon A laugh].

_Surgeon A:_ It is hard to live with nothing because it is a real option to sit. It’s shrinking away in front of us. (S130-5)

The surgeon is reticent to recommend surgery and the patient presents a pragmatic argument about the need to keep the date due to scheduling difficulties. Some of the tension in the exchange was ameliorated by the patient’s facetious tone, coupled with the NP’s exclamation and subsequent laughter. The surgeon reiterates that cancelling surgery is a viable option given the most recent scan results.
**Decision**

The patient decides to proceed with the surgery. The above quoted section regarding scheduling is the last time in the recording that the deliberation is mentioned.

**The case summary**

In line with Uy et al.’s physician roles, the surgeon is facilitative, as displayed by his/her provision of medical information, and elicitation for the patient’s treatment preferences. Illustrative quotations of these behaviors appear in Table 9.

All of the patient’s wife’s behaviors in the visit can be considered autonomy-enhancing for the patient, as she facilitates doctor understanding through expanding upon the patient’s history of a hernia, as well as facilitated patient understanding through asking the doctor questions about the procedure.

**PATIENT 4**

Patient 4 is a 66-year-old man who, accompanied by his wife, meets with Surgeon B one week before surgery to discuss surgical removal of a tumor within an intra-abdominal organ. The patient previously had part of the organ surgically resected and the upcoming surgery is to remove the entire organ along with the recurrent tumor. Shortly after the surgeon enters the room, the patient introduces a concern that could disrupt the surgical plan.

**Patient 4:** OK I have one question. I’ve had too much time to think about all this. And I know we have to fix that, we have to take the tumor out, but in your mind is there any relatively safe alternative to taking [the entire organ] out? (S19)

The patient does not express the reason why he wants to keep the organ, nor does the surgeon inquire. The surgeon listens to the patient’s concern and then proposes three options to address it. First, the patient could choose not to have surgery: “One alternative
is to do nothing.” (S20). The surgeon however cautions that since the patient had cancer in his lymph nodes when his original tumor was removed, “your biology [of your tumor] is one that will go elsewhere” (S24). The second option is a partial organ resection which would involve surgically resecting the portions of the organ where there is recurrent tumor while attempting to leave unaffected areas. The third option involves the removal of the entire organ. The surgeon notes that the third option - this complete resection – may also have the benefit of possibly producing less of an inflammatory response, and thus an easier recovery, than a partial resection.

Patient reaction to disruption

After the surgeon presents the three options, the patient continues to pursue partial organ resection as an option; this later exchange with the surgeon is discussed in the “Resolution of the Disruption” section of this case study. Otherwise the patient rarely initiates dialogue, but speaks in response to his wife and the surgeon.

Companion involvement and role in the encounter

The wife’s involvement is predominantly characterized by asking medical questions about the procedure. For example, her inquiry about the patient’s hernia reminds the surgeon he will need to consider that during the procedure:

**Companion 4:** Several years after the [first] surgery, he developed a massive hernia…which I understand is fairly common…Are we at risk for this?  
**Surgeon B:** Now you had the hernia fixed?  
**Patient 4:** I have mesh.  
**Surgeon B:** Yeah. Hopefully what I can do is, that mesh is well incorporated into the abdominal wall, hopefully I can just close that mesh right to mesh, and then we will be fine. I can’t guarantee he’s not going to get a hernia, but he has the mesh, so it’s already reinforced. (S59-66)

The wife occasionally dominates the conversation and interrupts the patient:

**Patient 4:** The other thing that surprised me is that I am still losing weight. I
lost—

**Surgeon B:** [interrupting] Are you taking the [medicines] already?

**Patient 4:** Yeah—

**Companion 4:** [interrupting] I think my observation over the last week, ten days, is that he has eaten better. He is eating three meals a day, he’s snacking. Not big meals, but I was surprised that he was losing weight. It looked to me like he was eating better than he had in a long time.

**Surgeon B:** I mean for nutrition, there are really two options; there is IV nutrition, which has risks, and there is a feeding tube, and I don’t think he looks unwell enough to consider doing something like that before surgery. (S77-85)

When the patient shares with the surgeon his concerns about his weight loss, the surgeon interrupts him to ask a question, and then the wife interrupts the patient to respond with her perception of the patient’s weight loss. The wife seems to assume ownership over the patient’s medical information when the patient is attempting to share it himself. While the information the wife provides contains helpful insights to the surgeon and ensures the accuracy of information, the wife appears to prevent the patient from articulating his own concerns. The surgeon responds to the wife, referring to the patient in the third person implying the conversation is between him and the wife.

Towards the end of the visit, the wife returns to the patient’s desire to have the surgeon leave behind a part of the organ.

**Companion 4:** Alright, but just to entertain [his] wonderful fantasy about this [organ] that he wants to hold onto. If you go in and take just the tumor, how much more from a recovery standpoint can he expect if you take the whole thing or not?

**Surgeon B:** It’s going to be no different. It can be a harder recovery to leave in [part of the organ] because you can leak from the surface of it…Another reason to not leave a piece of it. (S136-7)

The wife seems to mocks the patient’s wishes with the phrase “wonderful fantasy.” In this way, she appears to be allying herself with surgeon and communicating that she is not in agreement with her husband.

*Resolution of the disruption*
Conflict between the patient and Surgeon B becomes evident towards the end of the visit.

The patient appears unhappy with the information the surgeon provided and expresses his continued desire to maintain a part of his organ.

*Companion 4:* Did you get answers that you wanted?

*Patient 4:* No. I don’t want my [organ] to go.

*Surgeon B:* The option is there…. I just—

*Patient 4:* [interrupting] No, I’m not saying that—

*Surgeon B:* [interrupting] I just can’t tell you what is going to happen though.

*Patient 4:* I am not saying that. I, I, I, the given to me is…removing the tumor [in part of the organ]. It’s the next step and trying to figure a way around [removing the entire organ].

*Surgeon B:* I know. I told I hate that operation. I wouldn’t—

*Patient 4:* [interrupting] I can tell ya that I hate it more.

*Surgeon B:* I know. I don’t like it…I don’t take it lightly, but I don’t have a good alternative. (S105-117)

The patient stutters in his delivery, a trait not previously exhibited in his statements, and which may indicate further agitation. The patient pushes back against the surgeon’s suggestions and the surgeon reiterates that the patient has a choice while subtly suggesting that complete removal of the organ is his/her preferred option.

**Decision**

The patient’s unhappiness about the upcoming procedure continues until the end of the visit.

*Patient 4:* I don’t like it [having the entire organ removed].

*Surgeon B:* I know you don’t.

*Patient 4:* But I don’t see how I have any choice.

*Surgeon B:* My job is to give you the information. I can’t change it.

*Patient 4:* Right. (S138-142)

The surgeon reiterates that he/she is a messenger of the information, and that the decision rests with the patient. The patient emphasizes he feels powerless and without a decision to make. The patient’s scheduled surgery occurred and his entire organ was removed.
The case summary

In line with Uy et al.’s physician roles, the surgeon is informative in providing various surgery options to the patient; however, the surgeon does not elicit treatment preferences—possibly because the patient indicated early in the encounter that his preference is to maintain a part of his pancreas. Illustrative quotations of these behaviors appear Table 9.

While the patient’s wife displays some autonomy-enhancing behaviors through facilitating patient understanding to ask the surgeon questions, many of her statements in the visit can be characterized as autonomy-detracting. Her autonomy-detracting behaviors includes aligning with the surgeon’s preferences to do a full organ removal and against the patient’s preference for a partial removal. She also occasionally interrupts the patient and dismisses his concerns.

DISCUSSION

Nature of Disruptions

Out of the 61 presurgical consent visits recorded in this study, only four met our definition of disruption as an unanticipated re-evaluation of the surgical plan. As a whole, the four case studies present the textured experience of patients, accompanying family members, and surgeons when things do not go as planned. Given the apparent rarity of disruptions and the case study approach we have taken to describe them, we cannot gauge whether the behaviors observed are representative of anything beyond the particular clinical circumstances described and individuals who are present. Nevertheless, these four cases illuminate a phenomenon – disruption – that has not been well described and that has relevance for the delivery of patient and family-centered care.
The behaviors exhibited by patients, their companions, and surgeons can be described using the frameworks that informed the codebook with a result that reinforces the complexity and multidimensionality of behavior. The subsequent paragraphs explore how our findings both diverge and converge with the existing theories and research.

In each case, the companion played an active and important role in the conversation, sometimes more active than the patient, and contributed to decision making. Past studies’ examination of the prominence of a companion’s involvement in medical visits have diverging results. One study of oncology interactions found that companions tend to ask more questions than patients when the physician communicates “bad news”. Further, a study of patients with life limiting cancer found that companions frequently speak on behalf of patients during discussions with physicians regarding prognosis and treatment choices, despite the patient being capable of speaking for him/herself. Conversely, a study of lung cancer patients found patients were more active and assertive than their companions. Given that the patients in this study are a mix of ages from young adult to geriatric, and in the surgical oncology setting, there is not a direct comparison to existing studies.

Despite differences in the clinical circumstances and the visit participants, in our study patient’s companions helped facilitate communication during the visit and assist the patient in navigating the disruption. The facilitative communication role of patient companions is well established in regard to routine medical visits. A meta-analysis of adult medical visits found that the most frequent engagement of companions in visit communication was via giving information or explaining the medical condition or needs (41.6%), and asking questions (41.1%). Similarly Laidsaar-Powell et al.’s systematic
review of physician–patient–companion communication within medical encounters found that companions of patients with chronic illnesses (including cancer) often provided emotional and informational support.\textsuperscript{10} Specifically, companions of patients with cancer have been shown to act as conduits for information between patient and provider, facilitate deliberations over treatment options, and assist the patient with considering options.\textsuperscript{152}

This qualitative study’s nuanced examination of the role of patients and companions suggests the complexity of exchanges and relationships expressed during these visits. Although an autonomy detracting behavior may mitigate patient control over an exchange, it may also act to improve communication with the surgeon and benefit the patient. For example, when Patient 1’s wife mentions that his pain is decreasing his quality of life, the patient disagrees and expresses frustration with his wife’s comments; however, her comment leads to a discussion of the patient’s difficulty walking and the surgeon’s proposal of a wheelchair.

\textit{Limitations}

While nine surgeons contributed pre-surgical visit recordings, disruptions were identified in the visits of only two. Furthermore, three out of the four disruptions occurred with single surgeon. While it is possible that this surgeon’s communication style, approach towards shared decision making, and/or the nature of the surgeries performed contributed to disruptions, we cannot draw such conclusions and it may very well be a matter of chance. In addition, all four patients were individuals that identified as non-Hispanic Caucasians who travelled from a distance to seek care at this hospital, thus these findings may not be generalizable to other patients and companions.
Implications

Building on past studies that demonstrate the importance of the companion’s involvement in medical visits, these case studies embed patients in a social network that includes family members who are often present during high stakes medical visits. The early engagement of companions is integral to informed decision making because they are also likely to be decision makers if the patient becomes too ill to voice his/her preferences, as well as caregivers regardless of which surgical decision is chosen as these patients are at high risk of recurrence and death.

As more high risk surgeries are performed on sicker and older patients, decision making regarding whether to pursue surgery may become increasingly complex, and lend itself more frequently to disruptions as exhibited in this study. The intricate environment in which patients, their companions, and surgeons decide whether to proceed with surgery is layered with considerations regarding the risks and benefits of surgery, the way in which existing comorbidities may increase these risks, and the tradeoffs regarding proceeding with surgery when an underlying disease is likely to progress with high mortality rates. By enhancing our understanding of how patients, their companions, and surgeons negotiate disruptions in a surgical plan, we hope to assist in the delicate communication and shared decision making needed for a patient- and family-centered resolution.
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**Figure 4:** Visualization of Clayman et al’s companion autonomy-related companion behaviors

- Facilitating doctor understanding
- Facilitating patient understanding
- Facilitating patient involvement

- Controlling toward the patient
- Alliance building between surgeon and companion
### Table 7: Demographics of patients, companions, and surgeons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PATIENT 1</th>
<th>PATIENT 2</th>
<th>PATIENT 3</th>
<th>PATIENT 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>Graduate degree</td>
<td>College</td>
<td>College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>Intraabdominal tumor resection</td>
<td>Interabdominal tumor resection</td>
<td>Intraabdominal tumor resection</td>
<td>Hepatopancreatobiliary cancer resection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companion gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companion relationship</td>
<td>Wife</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>Wife</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 8: Summary of case study results

Examples of these categories from the transcripts are contained in the body of the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>PATIENT 1</th>
<th>PATIENT 2</th>
<th>PATIENT 3</th>
<th>PATIENT 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disruption</td>
<td>• Surgeon wants to cancel surgery because of patient’s health concerns (cardiac, kidney), which render surgery higher risk.</td>
<td>• Patient’s radiation oncologist suggested delaying surgery for egg harvesting and radiation.</td>
<td>• Surgeon suggests that the patient cancels surgery because the tumor shrank.</td>
<td>• Patient does not want his entire organ removed, and surgeon presents options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient reaction to disruption</td>
<td>• The patient asks very few questions of the surgeon.</td>
<td>• The patient rarely initiates dialogue.</td>
<td>• Patient appears agitated that the surgeon is reticent to perform surgery.</td>
<td>• Patient appears resistant to surgeon’s arguments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companion involvement</td>
<td>• Wife leaves the exam room halfway through the visit due to distress.</td>
<td>• Mother is largely facilitative, though occasionally detracts autonomy from patient. Father does not participate often.</td>
<td>• Wife helps the patient make a decision.</td>
<td>• Wife distances herself from patient and appears to align with the surgeon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution to the disruption</td>
<td>• The surgeon never gives the patient a directive regarding the surgery, but rather provides a cautionary opinion.</td>
<td>• The surgeon provides information regarding the patient’s options, but ultimately empowers the patient to make a decision about treatment.</td>
<td>• Conflict between surgeon and patient because surgeon is not directive and leaves the decision to the patient.</td>
<td>• Patient is dissatisfied with surgeon discouraging his desire to maintain a part of his organ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
<td>• Likely cancel surgery and sees palliative care specialist and pain management</td>
<td>• Delay surgery to have eggs harvested and radiation.</td>
<td>• Patient decides to move forward with surgery as scheduled.</td>
<td>• Patient decides to move forward with surgery as scheduled and have entire organ removed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 9: Illustrative examples of physician role categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain of communication</th>
<th>Illustrative Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PATIENT 1: Collaborative surgeon</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides medical information</td>
<td>Surgeon A: Um this kidney is completely occupied by tumor. The other kidney also looks pretty dead… I would say [you have a] 70% risk of dialysis… The risks are piling up. Yes, there is a benefit, but if we cannot get you safely through surgery and back home, then the equation changes. …The best scenario is to remove the tumor, but [at] what costs … and does it get us to a good quality of life? (S133-135)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicits treatment preferences</td>
<td>Surgeon A: How are you feeling about all this? What are your goals in life now? (S230-234)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engages in deliberative behaviors</td>
<td>Surgeon A: I am really reluctant to push ahead with the surgery… I want you to enjoy what you got rather than push us over the edge and then regret this… There is a real risk of dying, there is a real risk of some bad complications. Living on dialysis is, some people never want to do it. (S172)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives treatment recommendations</td>
<td>Surgeon A: See those two people [the medical oncologist and palliative care specialist]. (S281)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PATIENT 2: Collaborative surgeon</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides medical information</td>
<td>Patient 2: And the colon, like what, what will those side effects be? Surgeon A: I may need to take the colon out because [the tumor is] stuck to it… Patient 2: OK and what did you say the rate for other malignancies? Surgeon A: It’s less than 1%. (S157-169)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicits treatment preferences</td>
<td>Surgeon A: Where are you feeling about all this? Because at the end of the day, this is your body, not mine. And you are going to have to make a decision. Because this is debatable. Do we do radiation or not? (S103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engages in deliberative behaviors</td>
<td>Surgeon A: And the way I think of it, is that if you say “I want to do everything in my power.” Then I will be there. But if you say “I would rather take my chances, we will tackle it as it goes.” That’s another viewpoint, you see what I’m saying? (S103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gives treatment recommendations</td>
<td>Patient 2: And so, you aren’t recommending radiation, or--? Surgeon A: No, I think. My sense is that as long as you have heard the side effects. I think [the radiation oncologist] and I are leaning towards it. (S151-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PATIENT 3: Facilitative surgeon</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides medical information</td>
<td>Surgeon A: Now I am going to try to pull up the scans. It seems to be shrinking. Companion 3: Wow. Surgeon A: And in fact, I can’t find it on this page. But I think I see it. (S18-20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicits treatment preferences</td>
<td>Surgeon A: So you can sign the consent. And if you change our mind and say ‘Doctor, I don’t want surgery Monday.’ That is fine… Never feel the pressure. Companion 3: Mmmhhmm. Surgeon A: And if this is truly the size it is and we will be calling results soon, and you wanted to watch it another 2-3 months, I would be on board. Patient 3: I don’t want to. (S65-68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PATIENT 4: Informative surgeon</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides medical information</td>
<td>Surgeon B: Usually people, believe it or not, when they have their entire [organ] removed, recover a little bit better than when they have a [part of it removed]. The reason being that I think, I can’t prove this, when [part of the organ] is still in place, people have a big inflammatory response. When you take out the whole [organ], actually you don’t. (S48)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Research Implications

Through three different methods, this dissertation applied a patient- and family-centered approach to enhance understanding of the pre-surgical visit for major cancer surgery with a particular focus on the role of companions in these exchanges.

I quantitatively demonstrated that while surgeons talk more and provide more biomedical information when companions are present in the pre-surgical visit, patients also disclose less psychosocial information, and the overall patient-centeredness of the visit is diminished. Despite these changes, there was no difference in both patient and surgeon satisfaction comparing visits with and without companions. This decrease in patient-centeredness but no difference in satisfaction suggests that patients and companions might expect biomedical information about their upcoming procedure in the pre-surgical visit, while seeking psychosocial and patient-centered support either at other visits with the surgeon, or potentially with other practitioners—be it nurse practitioners, oncologists, primary care physicians, et cetera.

The qualitative care studies seem to support the general themes of the quantitative study. In visits featuring a disruption, companions became the patient advocate, often speaking on the patient’s behalf and helping to facilitate decision-making, despite the patient being capable of speaking for him/herself. In a sensitivity analysis, all four of the case study visits had patient-centeredness scores less than one, indicating that they focused more on biomedical information than psychosocial information. Even visits that seemingly cater to patients and companions needs through shared decision making are predominantly biomedical, potentially as a result of the pre-surgical context.
Both the quantitative and qualitative analysis of study visits suggest that the pre-surgical visit is complex, which may have contributed to stakeholders’ diverging opinions during the human-centered design process regarding what would be most helpful to motivate patient-centered pre-surgical and advance care planning discussions. The quantitative and qualitative findings provided information about the pre-surgical visit that was previously unknown to this research group and our stakeholders. As the human-centered design process preceded the quantitative and qualitative studies, in some ways the video was developed without full knowledge regarding the context that the intervention was targeting. That is not to say that this dissertation provides the complete picture and we are now able to design an effective video, but that the video was targeting a multi-layered encounter that requires further study.

In the subsequent paragraphs, I highlight some of the major findings from each manuscript and outline areas wherein further research is needed. As I assert in the limitations sections, due to several demographic factors and a smaller sample size, this study has limited generalizability. Further research into the pre-surgical context among diverse populations is needed to begin to better understand this context and consequently develop ways to effectively enhance its patient-centeredness.

**Paper One**

Throughout the design process of the video, the research team was challenged in how to balance competing stakeholder beliefs: while some patient stakeholders expressed a desire for graphic and explicit ACP messaging, multiple surgeon stakeholders were concerned that such messaging would distress patients who they considered to be already emotionally overwhelmed in preparation for their upcoming surgery. Complicating this
further was that surgeons were gatekeepers for recruitment for the randomized control trial and dissemination of the final video. At the end of the human-centered design process, not all conflicting opinions were resolved.

This conundrum raises the question: who is the audience in a human-centered approach? While the end-users are patients and caregivers, surgeons and other health professionals play an integral role in assisting patients with developing advance care plans and comprehending the medical gravitas of decisions. Notably the final video was less directive and graphic than the previous ACP videos, on which this video was partially based. The different preferences between patients and health professionals—albeit regarding other healthcare decisions—has been a noted consideration in the development of other patient decision support tools. This challenge emphasizes the importance and usefulness of HCD for developing ACP tools in the pre-surgical setting.

The hesitation among surgeons in this study to provide explicit messaging regarding ACP reflects past studies that have examined surgeon’s oppositional attitudes towards ACP. Yet, amidst this surgical culture generally opposed to ACP, this study created an ACP video that surgeons were amenable to sharing with their patients.

**Paper Two**

Companion presence was associated with the surgeon talking more, providing more biomedical patient education and counselling, and procedural talk. These findings are consistent with prior research reporting that oncologists give more information when patients are accompanied by a companion. Other studies have also shown that physicians use more biomedical communication with patients who are older and sicker, which reflects our patient sample.
Accompanied patients shared less lifestyle/psychosocial information than unaccompanied patients, even though companion presence did not impact the frequency of patient communication overall. Woolf and Roter’s meta-analysis similarly found that when companions were present, patients engaged in less psychosocial information giving. This finding might be explained by a variety of reasons. First, companion communication most frequently centered on rapport building, which may have preemptively communicated the information that would have been elicited by the surgeon’s asking of lifestyle/psychosocial questions and that would have been communicated by unaccompanied patients. Future research should explore whether companion psychosocial communication is an enhancer or suppressor of addressing patient psychosocial and lifestyle concerns. Second, the visits analyzed in this study followed a prior visit where assessment of lifestyle and psychosocial concerns may have been addressed.

Companion’s presence decreased the patient-centeredness of the visit. Post hoc analysis showed that differences in patient-centeredness scores between accompanied and unaccompanied visits was driven by a marked increase in components of the denominator of the ratio: surgeons’ biomedical information giving and procedural talk, and companions’ contribution of biomedical information.

To explain the patient-centeredness finding, companions might perceive patients as too overwhelmed before surgery to give focused attention to the encounter; therefore, they might feel compelled to advocate for the patient. Companions, especially those for highly independent patients (such as those in our sample), might see their role in presurgical encounters as informational social support driven to better visualize the patient’s
journey. The companion’s presence might be beneficial to the patient; however, the extent of that benefit might not be captured by the RIAS patient-centeredness ratio.

Moreover, the perioperative experience is stressful for companions.\textsuperscript{143-145} When the patient transitions home after surgery, companions often deliver the majority of medical care to patients. Companions may therefore have information needs regarding how to better support the patient, which could increase surgeon communication about biomedical information. As the perioperative experience of companions for patients with cancer has been noted as understudied,\textsuperscript{87} this study represents a potentially fruitful foundation for future research on patient-companion-provider pre-surgical communication.

Despite differences in accompanied vs. unaccompanied encounters, companion presence did not impact surgeon nor patient visit satisfaction. In this pre-surgical setting, companions may be acting as extensions of the patient, furthering both patients’ and surgeons’ goals and expectations. In the presurgical visit, patient and surgeon satisfaction may not be centered upon the nuances of the communication, but rather upon the conveyance of necessary information at that time.

Future studies should continue to explore companions’ role in the pre-surgical visit, as well as collect data on patients’, their companions’ and surgeons’ expectations of what information should be discussed during this visit.

**Paper Three**

In each case study, the companion played an active and important role in the conversation, and contributed to decision making. This finding has been noted in other oncology studies. One study of patients with life limiting cancer found that companions
frequently speak on behalf of patients during discussions with physicians regarding prognosis and treatment choices, despite the patient being capable of speaking for him/herself.⁹⁵

Notwithstanding differences in the clinical circumstances and the visit participants, patient’s companions helped facilitate communication during the visit and assist the patient in navigating the disruption. The facilitative communication role of companions is well established in routine medical visits. A meta-analysis of adult medical visits found that the most frequent engagement of companions in visit communication was via giving information or explaining the medical condition or needs (41.6%), and asking questions (41.1%).⁸⁸ Specifically, companions of patients with cancer have been shown to act as conduits for information between patient and provider, and facilitate deliberations over treatment options.¹⁵²

This qualitative study’s examination of the role of patients and companions suggests the complexity expressed during these visits. Although an autonomy detracting behavior may mitigate patient control over an exchange, it may also act to improve communication with the surgeon and benefit the patient. For example, when Patient 1’s wife mentions that his pain is decreasing his quality of life, the patient expresses frustration with his wife’s comments; however, her comment leads to a discussion of the patient’s difficulty walking.

Strengths

This dissertation has provided me with valuable training. I used diverse methods from multi-level models with generalized linear estimating equations and poisson and dichotomous outcomes to qualitative case studies analyzed inductively and deductively,
to human-centered design processes. I also gained helpful experiences as Project Manager of the trial supervising data collection, analysis, and manuscript writing.

In terms of the strengths of this dissertation as it relates to its contribution to the literature, to our knowledge, these results are some of the first to describe how the presence of family companions significantly alters communication in the setting of high-stakes discussions about major cancer surgery.

Further, this is the first study to begin to parse out the nuanced details of the nature of the patient-companion-surgeon exchange in the context of disruption regarding the surgical plan. To our knowledge, this disruption phenomenon has not been previously described in the literature. This disruption analysis evolved organically from my data collection and interactions with participants, and captures a phenomenon that would have been difficult to capture a priori.

Finally, this study innovatively used an HCD approach to design a decision support video to facilitate patient-surgeon communication. While research suggests that surgeons are typically resistant to engaging in ACP,\textsuperscript{27,28,118-120} the HCD process seemed to change surgeon’s minds regarding ACP as demonstrated by their approval of the video and willingness to allow recruitment from their outpatient clinics for our randomized control trial.

Limitations

Across all three aims, there are limitations relating to generalizability. Paper One engaged over 450 stakeholders recruited from a variety of sources; however, there is still a possibility that the resulting findings had limited generalizability. The overall parent study recruited 92 patients, we obtained 61 audiorecordings for Paper Two, and the case
studies in Paper Three featured four audiorecordings. The patient population consisted of individuals undergoing elective surgeries that require private insurance or personal means to afford such procedures. With regards to Paper Three, all four patients were individuals that identified as non-Hispanic Caucasians who travelled from a distance to seek care at this hospital. I have highlighted below further limitations pertaining to each specific aim.

**Paper One**

HCD approaches are traditionally reserved for consumer product development and only recently have been used in the healthcare setting. In the design of the ACP decision support video, necessary deviations to these traditional design approaches were made towards the goal of creating a stakeholder-engaged video that addressed sensitive needs.

**Paper Two**

First, the companion survey featuring information regarding their relationship and role to the patient was only added two months into the study; therefore, there are 11 companions that did not complete this information. Second, there may be unmeasured characteristics that affected communication (e.g., companion education level). Third, given that these are elective surgeries that require private insurance or personal means to afford such procedures, the population is limited in this way. These characteristics, coupled with our smaller sample size, may limit the generalizability of this study. Fourth, we cannot draw conclusions between the varied behavior of companions and their different genders, relationships, and roles as the RIAS coder did not distinguish between companions in visits when there was more than one companion present. Fifth, due to a need to protect the identity of the surgeons involved in our trial, we are unable to analyze how particular surgeon characteristics may impact triadic communication outcomes. For
example, some participating surgeons routinely had two pre-surgical visits with patients, while others did not, which may have altered their approach to this additional visit.

**Paper Three**

While nine surgeons contributed pre-surgical visit recordings, disruptions were identified in the visits of only two, and three out of the four disruptions occurred with a single surgeon. While it is possible that this surgeon’s communication style, approach towards shared decision making, and/or the nature of the surgeries performed contributed to disruptions, we cannot draw such conclusions and it may be a matter of chance.

**Programmatic and Policy Implications**

By improving our understanding of the nature and content of these visits, we can better prepare patients, their companions, and surgeons for these encounters, and ideally make these encounters more patient-centered and helpful. While the longer term implications would involve the development of education-oriented interventions (i.e., establishing trainings to help surgeons tailor their communication approaches to the unique needs of both patients and their companions, establishing trainings to help patients and their companions prepare for these exchanges), further information is needed about these encounters to develop these interventions. As this is the first study of its kind to do a deep dive into the nature of these pre-surgical conversations, we must first engage in further exploratory and descriptive analyses with a more diverse population—as outlined in my research implications—before trying to modify these encounters.

The application of an HCD approach to developing an ACP decision support video, allowed for the incorporation of input from a variety of stakeholders, who were supportive of the tool’s use in the clinical setting. Subsequent studies could consider
leveraging an HCD approach to develop ACP decision support tools. Moreover, future research should continue to investigate how to best balance stakeholder perspectives in creating patient-centered interventions regarding communication and ACP.

Building on studies that demonstrate the importance of the companion’s involvement in medical visits, my quantitative and qualitative manuscripts embed patients in a social network that includes family members who are often present during high stakes surgical visits. My quantitative analysis showed that the presence of companions alters patient-provider communication during pre-surgical encounters about major cancer surgery. I also qualitatively demonstrated how companions empower and facilitate shared decision making regarding treatment. Companions’ importance goes beyond these encounters as they are also likely to be decision makers if the patient becomes too ill to voice his/her preferences, as well as caregivers regardless of which surgical decision is chosen as these patients are at high risk of recurrence and death. Future work is needed regarding how companion presence during patient-provider interactions might be optimized to facilitate positive outcomes during and after these pre-surgical visits.

Finally, as more high risk surgeries are performed on sicker and older patients, decision making regarding whether to pursue surgery may become increasingly complex, and lend itself more frequently to disruptions, as exhibited in the case studies. By enhancing our understanding of how patients, their companions, and surgeons negotiate disruptions in a surgical plan, we hope to assist in the shared decision making needed for a patient and family centered resolution.
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